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PROCEDURES 
 
PROCEDURE FOR OPENING CLASS 
 

▪ SHUGO – The instructor will say “Shugo” which means to line up.  Once in position the student is to 
stand at attention with the arms and hands straight down by the sides and the feet in a musubi-dachi 
(V) stance.  The instruction “Seiza” will follow meaning to go into kneeling position.  After everyone 
has settled into the kneeling position, the highest ranking colored belt student then gives more 
commands in the following sequence: 
 

▪ MOKUSO – “Meditate” – meaning to close your eyes and concentrate on slow and controlled 
breathing with a straight posture that will help you relax and prepare for the training ahead.  
Practice deep breathing into the abdominal area by breathing in through your nose and out through 
your mouth.  Do this for about 1 minute. 
 

▪ MOKUSO YAME – open the eyes. 
 

▪ SENSEI NI, REI – Turn to face the instructor.  Bow from the seiza position while saying the words 
“Onegai Shimasu” which loosely translates to “Please teach me”. 
 

▪ YUDANSHA NI, REI – If Black belts are in attendance, they turn and face the colored belts and the 
two groups bow to each other while saying “Onegai Shimasu”. 
 

▪ OTAGAI NI, REI – Turn to face your partner, and then bow to each other. “Onegai Shimasu”. 
 

▪ Rise up in order – wait until the instructor rises, then rise in order from Black to White belts. 
 
 
PROCEDURE FOR CLOSING CLASS 
 

▪ SHUGO then SEIZA followed by MOKUSO – Meditate or relax and prepare for finish. 
 

▪ HANSEI – “Review or recollect”.  With your eyes closed, review what you have learned during 
class. 
 

▪ SHOWA – say the words to SHOWA out loud. 
 

▪ MOKUSO YAME – Open the eyes. 
 

▪ SENSEI NI, REI – Turn to face the instructor, bow while saying the phrase “Domo Arigato 
Gozai Mashita” – Thank you very much! 
 

▪ YUDANSHA NI, REI – If Black belts are in attendance, they turn and face the colored belts and the 
two groups bow to each other while saying “Domo Arigato Gozai Mashita”. 
 

▪ OTAGAI NI, REI – Turn to face your partner, and then bow to each other. “Domo Arigato Gozai 
Mashita”. 
 

▪ Rise up in order – wait until the instructor rises, then rise in order from Black to White belts. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
The origin of Karate is not clear.  Its beginning is shrouded in mystery.  What is certain is that it 
developed along with Buddhism in ancient China and was practiced in the temples. 
 
The effect of Buddhism on the martial arts is apparent in its philosophy of combining the spirit and 
body to work to their utmost: to enrich the experience of living.  Karate also adheres to the Buddhist 
commandment of respect for life and forbids killing. 
 
Although the development of Karate in Okinawa cannot be accurately traced due to the lack of 
written history, there is evidence that it began in the year 835 A.D., when Saint Chito went to 
Okinawa Islands.  The Coronation of King Eiso occurred in 1260 A.D. and the introduction of 
Buddhism to Okinawa is recorded about this time. 
 
The history of Karate in Okinawa was influenced by the naturalization of 36 Bin Bun families that 
were approved in the period of the King Satsu Dynasty, 1392 A.D. 
 
It is said that a few martial arts masters of these 36 families took residence in Kum (Village Mura of 
Naha City) and practiced martial arts in extreme secrecy. 
 
There are some historical facts which provide a background for the development of TOSHU KUKEN 
into a unique martial art of Okinawa.  One fact is that after King Shohashi achieved the unification 
of SANZAN (in 1428) he prohibited the carrying of weapons.  From 1609, Ryukyu became a subject 
state of Satsuma and all weapons were confiscated under an arm ban policy which made 
TOSHUKUKEN develop rapidly.  Until Mr. Itosu’s report to the Minister of Education in 1901, Karate 
was taught secretly, thus resulting in a mystical martial art.  After this time karate was publically 
permitted. 
 
During these years there were many MEIJINS (masters) who did rigorous training. 
 

1664  KUSANKU arrived in Okinawa. 
 

1669  WANSU arrived in Okinawa. 
 

1688   CHINEN OYA UNJO went to (Fukken) in China for training. 
 

1726 First Master (SHODAI) CHINEN OYA UNJO became the military attaché of martial 
arts. 

 

1758 The second Master was MATSUMURA OYA UNJO (Samurai Matsumura).  It is said 
that at this time, Mr. Sagawa of Akada, Shuri, went to China and mastered Kempo 
which became the well-known name “TO TE SAGAWA”. 

 

1816  The third Master was AWANE OYAKATA. 
 

1838  The fourth Master was SOTOYAMA OYA UNJO. 
 

1860  The fifth Master was ARAGAKI OU. 
 

1920-present The sixth Master is TSUYOSHI CHITOSE 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 

ORIGIN OF CHITO RYU KARATE 
 
Originally from Okinawa, Chito Ryu developed from two disciplines.  One discipline originated in 
Shuri City which was a town of Nobles and Samurais, this discipline was called SHURI NO TE.  The 
second discipline was initiated in a commercial town, Naha City, and was called NAHA NO TE.  In 
recent years SHURI NO TE became known as SHO RIN RYU and NAHA NO TE became known as 
SHO REI RYU.  These two disciplines were joined together and, by combining each other’s merits – 
CHI TO RYU was created. 
 
DEFINITION OF CHITO RYU CREST 
 
Rising Sun: The Rising Sun is a cultural symbol of Japan, which is derived from 

original mythology and is represented as the national symbol seen on 
the flag of Japan. 

 
Chito-Ryu Karate-Do:  Chit-Ryu karate is one of the many types of karate that was 

developed years ago in japan and is practised by many people 
throughout the world. 

 
Clasping Hands in Circle: The fingers clasping hands in a circle are representative of the way of 

karate.  Many eastern philospohies upheld the belief in life as continuity 
or a continual flow as seen in the mathematical symbol, the circle, and 
a line without beginning or end.  Within the circle lie two hands clasping 
together from opposite sides of the crest.  Where one ends the other 
begins, continuously chasing eachother year after year.   

 
The seasons are an example of contrasts: summer and winter, spring and fall.  Karate can also be 
seen to be like the seasons – hard and direct, soft and circular.  It takes two contrasting feelings to 
make a whole and, in the same way, Karate requires a person to be hard and direct, soft and 
circular.  Only when a student has mastered these two elements does he or she really know the way  
of Karate. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Karate-Do 

Sun 

Universe 

  Hands 

Chito-Ryu
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 

Something to Consider: 
 
It is becoming increasingly obvious that for a human being to be fundamentally happy and creative 
a real consciousness of self in necessary.  The pressure brought to bear upon us in daily living can, if 
not responded to properly, lead to unacceptable forms of stress, sickness and unhappiness and 
preclude a person from developing his full potential and capacities.  Abuse of automation and 
technology has produced a generation of people unaware of what the body and mind can really do 
when both are educated and disciplined.  Both the mind and body crave education and order and 
when this is achieved then real health and creativity are possible.  It would be more than 
presumptuous to suggest that the only way to health is through the study of Karate, but for 
countless thousands the discipline found in karate provides physical and emotional health. 
 
Karate: 
 
Karate can, in its simplest terms, be thought of as a system of self-defense whicich relies on the use of 
the unarmed body for protection.  Karate consists of techniques of blocking, punching, striking, and 
kicking designed to defend oneself from aggressive behavior.  It is also considered by many people as 
one of the best all around disciplines for development of physicial strength, co-ordination and agility.  
Karate, however, must not be thought of as just a system of techniques or a discipline of physical 
exercises. 
 

In its true sense Karate should be seen as karate-Doh (The Way of Karate).  It is through Karate-Doh 
that the individual really begins to understand himself and his capacities.  Perfection of techniques 
through patient effort provides physicial and emotional development.  Karate is above all an art, 
and like any true art, requires practice, patience and effort to bring out the full potential.  Therefore, 
to consider learning Karate in one week, one month, or one year is meaningless. 
 

Certainly some techniques and basics can be learned during a short period of time but the real 
benefits of Karate will only emerge when it is approached as an ongoing life-long venture.  Karate 
can be practiced by young and old, men and women.  It can be practiced by some as young as age 7 
as well as someone age 60-70.  Age is really an unimportant factor.  What is important is the desire 
of each student to strive for improvement. 
 

During recent years Karate has received a great deal of publicity in North America.  Some of the 
publicity has been accurate but, unfortunately, a great deal of misleading information about Karate 
has also emerged.  For many people all sorts of misconceptions have been created. 
 

The Spirit of Karate: 
 

“The ultimate aim of Karate lies not in victory or defeat, but in the perfection of the character of its 
participants” – Gichin Funakoshi 1869-1957 

 

“Karate-Doh begins with courtesy and ends with courtesy.  If superior to their teachers in skill, the 
disciples should never forget to respect their teachers.  Karate is a life-time practice for a person.   
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
Karate training is comparable to the boiling of water over a fire; once the fire ceases to burn the 
water the starts to get cold.  Karate is not only for the strong, but particularly suitable for the weak 
and handicapped; that through karate training they will make up for their shortcomings.  The 
physical strength alone is not true Karate.  Sincerity of heart and determination of the mind will give 
a person superiority in Karate.” – Zenryo Shimadukuro 1909-1969 
 

Sections of Karate 
 

Karate can be divided into three different sections.  These sections are Kihon – basic procedures or 
techniques, Kumite – sparring, and Kata – form.  These three sections form the basis for every 
examination of Kyu or Dan ranks.  The gradings are taken before one’s instructor or a grading 
committee who evaluate the student’s psychological and physical development. 
 

1.  KIHON 
 

Kihon is the basic technique of Karate.  The student must be able to show his capacity to do 
different techniques (i.e.: Tsuki – punching, and Uke – blocking technique).  As the student 
develops more and advances more towards Sho-Dan (black belt), the Karate-Ka is expected 
to master increasingly more difficult and techniques.  There are combinations of Tsuki, uchi, 
keri and Uke techniques that require vigorous training to be able to perform them correctly. 
 

2. KUMITE 
 

Kumite (sparring) is the use of Kihon (basic) techniques in a practical situation, the same as in 
self-defense.  The student must show his capability to perform different forms of Kumite.  The 
student, for instance, that takes an examination for sixth (6th) Kyu must show his ability to 
perform Gohon Kumite – five step sparring.  The one who takes the examination for (3rd) Kyu 
must show the ability to perform Ippon Kumite – one step sparring.  The one who comes as 
far as a (1st) Kyu examination must be able to show Ju Ippon Kumite – one step free sparring 
and Ju Kumite – free sparring.  (It is obvious that when someone develops within the rank 
system and the kumite techniques become more intricate it becomes increasingly more 
difficult to perform the Kumite correctly).  This increases the demands on the student in 
practice both mentally and physically. 
 

3. KATA 
 

Kata is the form practiced in karate.  Kata has two main purposes (a) to strengthen the 
body, (b) to stimulate reflex training.  Development of both of these areas is necessary to 
ensure rhythm and co-ordination of body movements.  In every Kata there is a definite 
number of positions and a definite number of techniques.  The techniques are either offensive 
or defensive, and depending upon the Kata are variations of application of the four four 
main techniques, Tsuki, Uchi, keri and Uke.   
 

The student is required to show his/her ability to perform different forms (Katas) at each 
grading.  You will find Katas required for the respective Kyu grades or ranks in this booklet. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
Preparation Exercise and Adjustment Exercise 
 

IKU,   TOMARU,    SUWARU,   FUSU 
      go          stop               sit             lie 
 

In training when we move suddenly from a static position, unless our body has been prepared by 
warming up, we may cause injury to our body.  Thus, before training you must stimulate both the 
blood vessels and nerves naturally step by step, from weak to strong, from slow to fast, quickening 
the circulation of the blood in your whole body including the muscles. 
 
Good conditioning of the circulation and distribution of blood is a necessity along with the exercising 
of all joints which builds up the bone structure and prepares the body to be flexible.  After training, 
you must perform adjustment exercises to bring your body back to the normal condition.  Lack of 
this exercise may cause damage to health or slow recovery from fatigue – so be careful. 
 
Health Care 
 
The following is advised on the health care necessary for training: 
 
1. Avoid training when you are full, hungry, exhausted. 
 
2. Evacuate the bowels and urinate before training. 
 
3. Do not drink large quantities of beverages before or after training. 
 
4. It is preferable to train with concentration for short periods of time rather than participate in 

long periods of un-concentrated training.  After training avoid cooling your body too rapidly. 
 
5. Always keep your training apparel (KEIKOG) clean and repair tears as soon as possible. 
 
6. Always have a clean body with trimmed finger and toe nails. 
 
In short, it is important to maintain a proper daily life attitude, avoiding excessive drinking and 
eating.  Good health is the most important and necessary condition to continue training for a long 
period. 
 
From old times, training was done mainly by Kata.  Each Kata is a product of training and 
experiences of the past masters (MEIJIN).  The number of Katas carried over to present is over 60.  
Traditionally some are old, some came from China in recent years, and some were created recently.  
Each Kata has its individual characteristics.  Some are simple, some are complicated, some are long 
kata and some are short. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
 
When practicing the Katas you must understand these points and train seriously.  The following are 
compulsory Katas for members of Chito-kai: 
 
1. SHI HO HAI 
2. NISEISHI 
3. SEISAN 
4. BASSAI 
5. CHINTO 
6. SOCHIN 
7. ROHAI 
8. TENSHIN 
9. RYUSAN 
10. SANSHIRYU 
11. KUSANKU 
12. SANCHIN 
 
BO GU TSUKI KUMITE 
(Kumite with protection) 
 
After obtaining a correct understanding of Kata and mastering the variations of techniques and 
respiration (KOKYU), exercise on Kumite is necessary to master further points such as TENSHIN HO 
(changing the balance of a strong agile body), shifting the body, controlling your movements and 
maintaining the correct distance between you and your opponent (MIAI), learning how to pause, 
which effects the victory or defeat, and to become skillful in Kumite Shiai (tournament sparring).  
Naturally, with thh cultivation of the fighting spirit by repeated training, you can increase your 
courage and develop your confidence.  When practicing you must wear protection, the meaning of 
kumite with protection is as follows: 
 
1. Respect for humanity 
2. Care of safety (maintenance of health). 
3. Training by actual fighting can improve pursuit and understanding of WAZA (technique). 
 
Tournament SHIAI (sparring) is only a step of the training program.  You must be careful not to train 
WAZA (technique) with bias to win in SHIAI (kumite, sparring) Tournaments. 
 
Traditionally, one learns Karate by laying stress on its forms (Katas).  The Katas form the basis and 
life of karate.  There are Katas which, when performed, produce a feeling of profoundness and 
grandeur and, in addition, due to their simplicity, are ideal for training one’s body and strengthening 
one’s muscles and bones.  Other Katas give a person a feeling like that of flying swallows because of 
the agility required to perform them.  Of course, the two types of Katas are not always distinct from 
each other because the former type of Kata includes some techniques for training one’s muscles and 
bones.  In other words, there are eclectic forms of both. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
The forms of KARATE-DOH (Art of Karate) can be practiced by a person alone without the need of 
any particular place or equipment because each Kata has been developed so as to move the four 
limbs and the whole body.  It is an exercise which trains every part of one’s body.  As it is, in fact, a 
defense against hypothetical enemies attacking from all directions, one is able to master the 
techniques of each defense in a natural manner.  According to the degree of efficiency obtained, 
increasing power is stored in the whole body and the amount of strength can become very great 
even in a short period of time.  As a result of this, one is able to appreciate both an excellent 
gymnastic effect as well as mental training due to the very deep meaning each Kata has in the art 
of Self-Defense. 
 
What you must fully appreciate when you begin to learn the Katas is that the present “forms” 
originally came from ancient China or were completed after in the “Okinawate”.  The pure 
Okinawa Karate handed down from olden times had additions made to its forms.  Each form has 
been handed down by successors and up to now changes occurred because of the trend, climate, and 
natural features of each period and so it is very difficult to give a concise explanation of each kata.  
Dr. Chitose described the “forms” as follows: 
 

“Our teachers did not give a clear explanation of the forms from old times.  I must find the 
features and meaning of each form by my own study and effort by repeating the exercises of 
the forms through training.  The training method of old times was very severe, one which 
present people may not understand or appreciate.  The forms have a long tradition and 
historical background and it is not easy to explain the forms systematically.  Even today, I am 
still studying about the forms”. 

 
A person should not be proud just because he knows mechanical moves of Kata.  This, in itself, is 
meaningless.  The important aim is to train continually – to repeat the Katas throughout life trying 
to develop a greater understanding of the movements, and to infuse them with spirit and life. 
 
 
HISTORY OF BELTS (Ranking System) 
 
The early history of Karate from the island of Okinawa shows that there were no belt systems at that 
time.  All karate-Ka used white belts. 
 
When Sensei Funakoshi (The founder of modern Karate) arrived on mainland Japan, he introduced 
a belt system based on the Japanese ideal of division between different levels of knowledge.  In the 
early grading program there were only White, Brown and Black belts.  This system came from the 
Judo system and was later copied by every Karate style. 
 
Shortly after World War II, the All Japan Karate-Doh Federation was formed by Funakoshi Sensei, 
(deceased) Mabuni Sensei, (deceased) Yamaguchi Sensei, and Dr. Tsuyoshi Chitose etc.  At this time, 
the grading system was introduced and the different grades had commenced.  To indicate the 
different levels of achievement the ranking system has become more and more colorful.  This has  
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
continued up until today’s grading system which included – white, yellow, orange, green, blue, 
brown and black belts etc. 
 
As a sign of knowledge and skill, a Karate-Ka wears different colored belts.  Beginners wear white 
belts, but one who controls and has achieved techniques in karate wears the black belt.  The grades 
below black belt are called Kyu grades and those above blacked belt are called Dan grades. 
 
Black belts are dividied into ten (10) grades with Shodan or Ist Dan) as the beginning.  Ni-Dan (2nd 
Dan), San-Dan (3rd Dan), Yo-Dan (4th Dan), Go-Dan (5th Dan), Roku-Dan (6th Dan), Hichi-Dan (7th 
Dan), Hachi-Dan (8th Dan), Ku-Dan (9th Dan), Ju-Dan (10th Dan).  The present sixth great master, 
Dr. Chitose, is the tenth Dan in Chito-Kai. 
 
The different Kyu and Dan grades are achieved by an examination before an instructor or a grading 
committee.  The examinations are based on judgment of the Karate-Ka’s psychological and physical 
development.  Thus, on the way to black belt, more is expected of the Karate-Kas both 
psychologically and physically.  The acquisition of a black belt is not the final goal, it is only the 
beginning. 
 
IMPORTANT POINTS IN KARATE 
 
FORM: Dedicated training of the body movement and form creates 

psychological and physical attributes required by karate. 
 

BALANCE: All parts of the body must harmonize in order to achieve the necessary 
balance and stability when different karate techniques are performed. 

 

CENTRE OF GRAVITY: The centre of gravity always changing in order to avoid giving the 
opponent advantage of attack. 

 

POWER: A focused punch and kick in Karate is achieved by the concentration of 
maximum power, slightly beyond the point of contact. 

 

SPEED: Power concentration depends a great deal on the speed at which the 
Karate technique is performed.  Greater speed results in greater power. 

 

POWER CONCENTRATION: To be able to get maximum power it is necessary to use maximum 
speed in combination with power from all parts of the body at the 
moment of impact. 

 

MUSCLE’S IMPORTANCE: Power to move the body is generated by the muscles in co-ordination 
with breathing.  Well-trained, powerful and elastic muscles are 
important in Karate. 

 

RYTHYM: The right presentation of a series of movements is impossible without 
rhythm.  An even but also powerful changing of the body from one 
technique to another is an absolute necessity in Karate 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
TIMING: Correct “timing” is of extreme importance in performing techniques.  If 

the timing is defective, the technique fails. 
 
 
HIPS: The use of the hips permits one to obtain maximum power at every 

moment. 
 
TANDEN: The “Tanden” is the area located 2” below the navel in the centre of 
(Centre Point) the body.  This is where the centre of gravity in the body is located.  

Japanese Budo instructors have constantly pointed out the importance 
of this area.  They consider that here is the centre of the vitals and that 
this area, together with the hips, forms the foundation for power and 
balance in all movements and techniques. 

 
 
 
POSTSCRIPT 
 
Mastering the martial arts is laborious, strenuous and time-consuming.  While you are in training, 
you must practice strenuously and diligently without complaint.  The most important point to 
remember is that you learn through physical practice to employ every part of your body (not just by 
reading books and studying). 
 
If you once learn the martial arts, practice what you have learned as much as you can. 
 
It is your martial art.  Practice martial arts for yourself.  Do not practice them just to impress other 
people with your skill. 
 
I sincerely hope that you train your body and mind in harmony with your ability. 
 
 - Dr. Tsuyoshi Chitose  
 
 
THE SEVEN IDEALS OF BU 
 
 1. To prohibit violence. 
 2. To keep the forces (army) under control. 
 3. To develop greatness and generosity. 
 4. To reward their services justly. 
 5. To make the people contended. 
 6. To keep the people in harmony. 
 7. To acquire prosperity. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
MEMO 
 
“Bu” is constructed of two Chinese characters gathered together, one (Ka) a spear, the other 9Shi) 
stop.  Therefore, Bu’s meaning is “to avert the weapon coming towards you to wound or kill”.  When 
you confront the enraged enemy, you subdue him at the risk of your life.  To ensure victory you must  
have a tranquil mind. 
 
HISTORY OF O-SENSEI 
 
O-Sensei was born in 1898 in Kumochi, Okinawa.  His nickname is Gochoku Chitose. 
 
O-Sensei began To-De at the age of 7 years under the tutelage of Aragaki Seisho, a 5th generation 
instructor. Aragaki, was an expert in Naha-Te.  As part of the training in To-De, Aragaki-Ou made 
his students do very unique and unusual exercises such as leaping from bent tree branches, running 
on a surface of coral and jumping up while immersed in water to the shoulders. 
 
Under the tutelage of Aragaki-Ou, O-Sensei was trained in Sanchin, Koryu (classic) kata and Bo- 
jutusu – at the same time he also trained in Shuri-Te.  O-Sensei had many teachers in addition to 
Aragaki-Ou, and so learned a cariety of skills.  O-Sensei learned both Naha-Te and Shuri-Te, and 
sought his own karate-do by considering the strengths and weaknesses of both forms.  Thus, the Kata  
of Chito-Ryu that is taught contains aspects from both Naha-Te and Shuri-Te. 
 
O-Sensei’s martial arts titles are Chito-Ryu Ju-Dan Hanshi, Kendo Roku-Dan, Judo Go-Dan, etc.  
There are countless more titles if Kobudo and so on are included. 
 
There are some anecdotal stories about O-Sensei when he was in full vigor of his youth.  Tsuji in 
Okinawa is well known as a location for field competitions; this is where those who are confident of  
their own skills fight each other.  O-Sensei went around looking for those who claimed themselves to 
be the strongest, and brought them to this location and challenged them at Kakedameshi (field 
competitions).  Some of these challengers were expert kama users, while others were Chinese martial 
arts experts.  Whenever he challenged these people, he always won.  Soon he became famous as 
Challenging Chinen among those in his sphere.  (Chinen is his Okinawan family name). 
 
O-Sensei was about 170cm tall, and because he was slim he was good at kicking techniques using his 
foot and toe strength.  As well he was adept at jumping techniques.  Although he was slim in build,  
he had great body strength because he had trained using the traditional Okinawan body training 
method using techniques such as bottle gripping, using iron gets etc.  He was said to be able to grab 
onto ceiling beams with his fingers and maneuver around, and that he was able to hang from the 
ceiling using his toes.  It was also said that he was able to move or hide his testicles in his abdomen, as 
a process of ‘Kuh-ga’. 
 
Even taking into account that some of the above claims are exaggerated, the numerous scars on his 
body which were observed by his students in his later years, leaves no doubt that he was call the 
Challenging Chinen. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 

In 1922 O-Sensei went to Tokyo to study as a medical student.  After graduation he practiced 
medicine, but he also taught (at the Shoto-kai) at Funakoshi Gichin’s Yotsuya Dojo to the oldes son, 
Yoshiei, Otsuka Hiroki, Konishi Yasuyuki and Nakayama Tadatoshi etc. 
 
However, Challenging Chinen was not satisfied being only a physician and teacher of martial arts.  
He was always full of fighting spirit.  As an example…… 
 
One day the question was raised of who was the strongest person in Japan.  As soon as someone 
replied that was Nakayama Hiromichi of kendo fame, O-Sensei was off to Nakayama’s dojo.  
“What do you want?” asked Nakayama.  O-Sensei replied “I am here to challenge you.”  They 
agreed to a confrontation, with Nakayama holding a Japanese sword and O-Sensei with only his 
empty hands.  “I will give him one of my arms, but instead….”, O-Sensei who thus made up his mind 
emitted bloodthirstiness.  Nakayama who sensed it also showed death in the air.  The two stared at 
each other for about an hour, each unable to make the first move.  Each knew that one of them 
moved, then one would die; they recognized each other’s skills and later became good friends. 
 
After the War, O-Sensei decided that he would never again set foot in Tokyo and moved to 
Kumamoto.  In March 1946 he opened the karate-judo Yosei-kan in Kikuchi City, Kumamoto.  
Today the headquarters of the Chito Kai is in Kumamoto City.  O-Sensei lived his life as the 
consummate martial artist, honing his skills and strengthening himself, and became the master of a 
 
dojo at the age of 46.  He stopped being a physician, and took on students and dedicated his life to 
karate-do. 
 
In 1948 O-Sensei became the director of the Kyushu headquarters of the All Japan Ken-po Karate-do 
Fukyu-Kai.  During this period when O-Sensei encountered fights between the occupation forces 
and the locals. He tried to stop them, but instead he wound up knocking everyone down.  These 
unfortunate incidents turned out to be a blessing in disguise, because instead of getting into trouble, 
it ended up that the occupation forces recognized his skills.  O-Sensei immediately became a karate 
instructor at the Shimizu camp in Kumamoto where the American forces were stationed., and so 
taught many foreigners.  Some of the American soldiers were confident of their wrestling and boxing 
training often challenged O-Sensei who was rather small in stature.  In any event, O-Sensei still 
possessed the fighting spirit, and took on each challenger in turn and beat them all.  This was further 
proof of his strength, and resulted n strengthening of trust.  Chito-Ryu is now widely spread 
throughout the world, due mainly to O-Sensei’s instruction of the American occupation forces. 
 
In 1952 O-Sensei named his own group the All Japan Chito Kai, and its technical style as Chito Ryu 
Karate-do.  Chito means that its origin is in the ancient Chinese martial arts and has a long history 
and tradition going back hundreds and even thousands of years. 
 
Needless to say, Chito Ryu Karate-do is the fruit of O-Sensei’s long years of constant effort, training 
and experience.  Chito Ryu is the accumulation of O-Sensei’s ideals and beliefs.  Let us analyze Chit 
Kai and Chit Ryu karate-do from the point of view of O-Sensei’s ideals and beliefs. 
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HISTORY OF KARATE DOH 
 
O-Sensei had considerable fighting experience.  Therefore, the karate-do which O-Sensei aims for is 
the actual fighting and martial art spirit. “Sun dome” (stopping just before making contact) is not  
favored.  The object of karate-do is make contact and with this contact the zest of karate-do can be 
experienced. 
 
But at the same time, because he had a lot of fighting experience, he was well aware of the dangers 
of actually using the karate techniques.  This troubled him greatly and gave considerable thought ot 
safe ways of hitting.  The result was his idea of using protective gear. 
 
Many aspects of Chito Ruy karate-do are based on anatomic physiology that O-Sensei added 
because of his experiences as a physician.  O-Sensei developed Chito Ryu as an actual fighting karate 
based on safety, and at the same time made it a dignified form of karate whose long history and 
tradition originated in the To (T’ang J.S) Dynasty of ancient China. 
 

‘Wa-nin’   -   Endure and be harminous 
    ‘Riki Hittatsu’  -   With hard work one will succeed. 

 
These are the sayings that O-Sensei favored in his later years.  O-Sensei used them as his foundation, 
and for Chito Ryu Karate-do he constantly talked of healthy growth of youth, contribution to society 
and friendship in the world. 
 
He was not only the founder of Chito Ryu; Soke became the friend of many in the martial arts area 
such as Miyagi Chojun and Nakamara Shigeru of Naha-te, Takano Sasaburo of Kendo, Nakamura 
Hakudo of Iai-do, Kano Jigoro and Mifune Kyuzo of Judo, and he also contributed greatly to making 
the traditional Okinawan martial art a Japanese martial art. 
 
O-Sensei passed away on June 6, 1984 in Kumamoto Coty at the age of 86.  At present his son 
Yushiro is the 2nd generation Soke and is responsible for preserving Chito Ryu Karate today.  He is 
now respectfully known as Soke Sensei.  With Was-nin and Riki Hittatsu as the basis, he spends his 
time training and honing skills with all instructors and students in Japan and around the world. 
 
- Excerpts taken from the article on the Internet on Chito Ryu website.  
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ETTIQUETTE 
 
OBJECTIVE OF TRAINING AND RULES 
 
Objective 
 
People who intend to learn Karate-Doh may have reasons such as to strengthen the body and mind 
for self-defense.  It must be understood here, that Karate-Doh should never be used to cause trouble 
to society nor should it cultivate violence or self-conceit.  We train not only to master techniques, but 
to build healthier trained bodies, to observe proprieties and to grow into a person with an 
indefatigable spirit.  Trainees must bear in mind the following rules: 
 

1. When entering the dojo or learning from a teacher, you must be obedient and respectful and 
not develop bad habits. 
 

2. You must observe proprieties not only to teachers and seniors, but also colleagues and juniors 
must behave modestly. 
 

“Courage without courtesy is violence”. – By Koshi 
 

3. You must endeavor to cultivate perseverance by building a healthy body with indomitable 
training. 
 

4. By training of Karate-Doh, you must endeavor to cultivate your mind to build your 
character.  You must always strive to construct a society with peace and freedom. 
 

5. At all times a high standard of conduct is required. 
 

6. When training, you should start from easy to difficult, from simple to complicated.  The 
training time should increase gradually with repeated exercises.  You must not hurry or start 
with disordered heavy training. 
 

7. Have available and be familiar with the striking post wrapped with straws (Makiwara) and 
other supplementary aids such as the Crockery Vat*, Chishi*, Sashi* and Iron Clogs at all 
times.  Do not be in hurry for success but study and practice the Forms (Katas) and Sparring 
(Kumite) diligently.  * See Glossary 
 

8. It was said in the old times that it took 3 years to master one Kata.  The variation of WAZA 
(techniques) is infinite.  Thus, you should not be conceited because of some progress.  When 
you become conceited there will never be progress in technique nor character, and you will 
turn into a harmful person to society. 
 

9. You must not develop strong points and weak points but train carefully to develop 
uniformly.  Also, learn the principles. 
 

10. Points which are incomprehensible should be cleared up without hesitation by requesting 
clarification from the teacher or seniors.  Always endeavor to understand. 
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ETTIQUETTE 
 

RULES FOR KARATE-KAS 
 

1. Endeavor to develop yourself into a person of good character. 
 

2. Live a respectful life with honesty and dignity. 
 

3. Put all your energy and soul into everything you make or do. 
 

4. Practice politeness and understanding towards other people. 
 

5. Always maintain complete control over your temper and emotions. 
 

6. Priority of Life – be aware of priorities in life, Karate must be a secondary priority. 
(i.e.: Student – must put education first). 

 
 

DOJO 
 

“A place where you train your mind, body and technique by Budo”. 
 

At the dojo, you must behave with good manners and be moderate.  You must always have pride in 
being a Karate-Ka and endeavor to express in your daily living the training of the mind and body; 
always being aware that living itself is a part of training. 
 

 
RULES FOR ENTERING AND LEAVING THE DOJO 
 

1. Greet Shomen with bow (front of dojo) – this shows respect to Shomen. 
 

2. Greet those who are present in the dojo by saying “hello” acknowledging the instructor 
“Sensei” prior to others. 
 

3. It is prohibited to enter the dojo with shoes. 
 

4. Senior members shall be kind, considerate and helpful to the junior members and through 
this effort will result a friendship based on the fact that we are all striving for the same goal. 
 

5. Newer members shall always show their utmost respect for their seniors, always greeting 
them first. 
 

6. Profanity will not be permitted to be used in the dojo. 
 

7. It is prohibited to smoke and/or chew gum in the dojo. 
 

8. Address the instructor by “Sensei”. 
 

9. Members shall respect the instructor who shall in turn strive to be an example in front of the 
students. 
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KI SAYINGS 
MOTTO 
 

Let us have a universal spirit that loves and protects all creation and helps all things grow and 
develop.  To unify mind and body and become one with the Universe is the ultimate purpose of my 
study. 
 

Four major principles to unify mind and body: 
1. Keep one point 
2. Relax completely 
3. Keep weight underside 
4. Extend Ki 

 
THE VALUE OF OUR EXISTANCE 
 

Our lives are born of the Ki of the Universe.  Let us give thanks for being born not as plants and 
animals, but as lords of creation.  Let us pledge to fulfill our missions by helping to guide the 
development and creation of the Universe. 
 
THE WAY TO UNION WITH KI 
 

The absolute Universe is one.  We call this Ki. 
Our life and body are born of the Ki of the Universe.  We study thoroughly the principles of the 
Universe and practice them – we are one with the Universe.  There is no need to despond, no need 
to fear.  The way we follow is the way of the Universe, which no difficulty nor hardship can hinder.  
Let us have the courage to say with Confucius: “If I have a clear conscience and calm spirit, I dare to 
face an enemy of ten thousand men”. 
 
UNIFICATION OF MIND AND BODY 
 

Mind and body were originally one.  Do not think that the power you have is only the power you 
ordinarily use and moan that you have little strength.  The power you ordinarily use is like the small 
visible segment of an iceberg.  When we unify our mind and body and become one with the 
Universe, we can use the great power that is naturally ours. 
 
THE ONE POINT IN THE LOWER ABDOMEN 
 

The universe is a limitless circle with a limitless radius.  The condensed becomes the one point in the 
lower abdomen which is the center of the Universe.  Let us concentrate our mind in this one point 
and become one with and send our Ki constantly to the Universe. 
 
RELAXATION 
 

We are accustomed to having trouble with nervousness unnecessarily.  Nervousness causes blood 
vessels to contract, making it difficult for the impurities to leave the body, and thus makes one 
susceptible to many diseases.  Relaxation is truly an elixir of life.  Let us spread the true method of 
relaxation which enables us to meet each day with a spirit like that of a mild spring breeze.  If we 
practice this, we need never get nervous and excited in our daily affairs. 
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KI SAYINGS 
 
LIVING CALMNESS 
 

The weight of objects is always naturally underside.  Therefor the physical expression of living 
calmness is that the weight of every part of our body is also underside.  Like the calm, still surface of 
the water that reflects the moon and a flying bird, true living calmness is the condition of our mind 
that reflects all things clearly.  This is a man’s original and natural state.  By understanding these 
principles, we can acquire true living calmness. 
 
PLUS LIFE 
 

The absolute Universe is One.  The two opposing forces appeared, and the relative world was born.  
In the Orient this dualism us called Yin and Yang, In the West plus and minus.  A bright happy life is 
called a plus life, and a dark gloomy one is called minus.  Let us eliminate every minus thought and 
strive for plus life henceforth. 
 
THE SUBCONSCIOUS 
 

The subconscious mind acts as a storehouse of knowledge and past experiences.  The materials stored 
in the subconscious mind from the conscious mind.  Henceforth let us cease putting any minus 
material into the subconscious.  Let us always extend plus Ki and live our lives with a positive 
attitude. 
 
THE PRINCIPLE OF NON-DISSENSION 
 

There is no conflict in the absolute Universe, but there is conflict in the relative world.  If we unify, our 
mind and body become one with the Universe and practice its principles, others will follow us gladly.  
Do not say that this is a world where we must struggle to live each day.  The true way to success is 
exactly one and the same as the principle of non-dissension, and that is the way to peace. 
 
THE ESSENCE OF KI 
 

We begin with the number one in counting all things.  It is impossible that this one can ever be 
reduced to zero.  Because just as something cannot be made from nothing, one cannot be made 
from zero.  Ki is like the number one.  Ki is formed from infinitely small particles, smaller than an 
atom.  The universal Ki  condensed becomes an individual, which in turn condensed becomes one 
point in the lower abdomen, which in turn infinitely condensed never becomes zero, but becomes 
One with the Universe.  Thus we understand the essence of Ki. 
 
THE KI DEVELOPMENT EXERCISES 
 

It is easier to coordinate the mind and body when we are sitting or standing still than when in 
motion.  True unification means to maintain the coordination of mind and body even when we are 
moving.  The Ki development exercises train one to always maintain unification of mind and body in 
our daily life.  By applying them to our life, we can perform to the best of our ability in all 
circumstances. 
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KI SAYINGS 
 

THE UNITY OF CALM AND ACTION 
 
Just as tops spinning violently and rapidly become steady, the most rapid movement results in calm.  
Like the eye of the typhoon which is always peaceful, inner calm results in great strength of action.  
Calm and action are exactly one.  Only when we keep one point and unify our mind and body, can 
we find spare time even when busy.  Keep a calm mind and you will be able to perform to the best 
of your ability even in an emergency or when facing important tasks. 
 
FUDOSHIN 
 
True fudoshin is not a rigid, immobile state of mind, but the condition of stability which comes from 
the most rapid movement.  In other words, like the steadiness of a spinning top, the state of perfect 
spiritual and physical stability arises from movement which continues infinitely and is so infinitely 
rapid that it is imperceptible.  This movement is condensed at the one point in the lower abdomen.  
By putting everything into the one point, we can experience fudoshin and not lose our stability no 
matter what happens. 
 
THE KI BREATHING METHODS 
 
Breathe out so that your breath travels infinitely to the end of the Universe;  breathe in so that your 
breathe reaches your one point and continues infinitely there.  The Ki breathing methods are an 
important way of unifying mind and body.  All right when all is quiet and calm, do this alone, and 
you will feel that you are the Universe and the Universe is you.  It will elad you to the supreme 
ecstasy of being One with the Universe.  At this moment the life power that that is rightfully yours is 
fully activated. 
 
KIATSUHO – PRESSING WITH KI 
 
We have learned coordination of mind and body with the Ki breathing methods.  Therefore we can 
bring the Ki of the Universe into our bodies at any time.  When a water pump is dried out, no water 
can flow from the well through the pump.  To start this flow again we must put some water back 
into the pump.  In the same way, Ki does not flow strongly in a person suffering from illness or 
misfortune.  Let us practice kiatsuho to put Ki back into these people, stimulate their own flow of Ki, 
and give them a fresh start to happiness. 
 
REISEIHIN 
 
Man is blessed with a spirit that is one with the spirit of the Universe.  This spirit is called reiseishin.  
The moon is clearly reflected in the water when the water is calm.  In this same way, when our mind 
and body are unified and calm, our reiseihin manifests itself completely.  Once this happens, all 
suffering and wicked desires fall away, and the Universal spirit of love and protection for all things 
appears in us.  Let us strive to realize our reiseishin.  
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KI SAYINGS 
 

THE MIND THAT SEEKS TRUTH 
 
We call the mind that wants to make the way of the Universe clear and to put it into practice the 
mind that seeks truth.  However clever a dog or monkey may be, they cannot realize the Universal 
mind.  Only human beings have the privilege and capacity to realize it.  If you have the mind that 
seeks truth, you are happy because this is proof that you are a real human being. 
 
WILL POWER 
 
An old Oriental saying tells us, “When our will power is concentrated upon a stone, it can pass 
through it.  When our will power is focused and in harmony with the Universe, it can command the 
wind, rain and thunder”.  But from where does our will power come?  Those who understand and 
answer this question are those who accomplish important tasks.  When we coordinate the mind and 
body by stilling the waves of our mind to imperceptible, infinitely decreasing ripples, we can sent 
forth our great will power that moves the Universe. 
 
INTOKU – GOOD DONE IN SECRET 
 
Just as the number one can never be reduced to zero, once we act or speak, our action or speech is 
never completely erased.  An old Oriental saying tells us, “Sow good, and the harvest will be good.  
Sow evil and reap evil”.  We must understand that everything we do comes back to ourselves.  
Therefore before wishing for our own happiness and welfare and that of our children we must do 
good in secret.  To do good in secret means to act without seeking attention and praise, to act 
without any hope of reward.  This is called intoku.  Among the various ways of performing intoku, to 
walk the way of the Universe and to lead others along this way is best. 
 
SETSUDO – TEACHING THE WAY OF THE UNIVERSE     
 
Selfish men have never understood and traveled the way of the Universe in the past.  Therefore,  
when we realize the principles and way of the Universe, the Universe gives us the responsibility to 
spread it to the world.  Do not think that you cannot help another man.  What you learn today, you 
can teach another the next day.  The world is full of people who have lost the way of the Universe 
and suffer from mental illness.  Let us do our best to explain the correct principles of the Universe to 
them. 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

 
Ryokyu-kyu to Go-kyu 

(White to Yellow) 
1st Stripe 

 
The karateka is required to develop acceptable proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae- Geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi  
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 

 ▪ Uchi-uke 
 ▪ Gedan-barai 

 
Punches: Tsuki   

▪ Choku-suki  
▪ Oi-suki  
▪ Suiko-suki  

  
  

 
B. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

Ryokyu-kyu to Go-kyu 
 (White to Yellow) 

2nd Stripe 
 
As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 

 
A. WAZA (Techniques) 

 

Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi  
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 

 ▪ Gedan-barai 
  

 
Punches: Tsuki   

▪ Choku-suki  
▪ Oi-suki  
▪ Suiko-suki  

  
  

 
B. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

Ryokyu-kyu to Go-kyu 
 (White to Yellow) 

3rd Stripe 
 
As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi  
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

  
 
Punches: Tsuki   

▪ Choku-suki  
▪ Oi-suki  
▪ Suiko-suki  
▪ Gyak-suki  

  
 

B. KIHON 
 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

Go-kyu to Yon-kyu 
(Yellow to Orange) 

1st Stripe 
As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

  
 
Punches: Tsuki   

▪ Choku-zuki  
▪ Oi-zuki  
▪ Suiko-zuki  
▪ Gyak-zuki  
▪ San-ren-zuki  

 
B. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
▪ Zenshin Koutai 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

Go-kyu to Yon-kyu 
(Yellow to Orange) 

2nd Stripe 
 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 
 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

 ▪ Shuto-uke 
 ▪ Osae-uke 

 
Punches: Tsuki  Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Empi-uchi 
▪ Oi-zuki ➢ Tate-empi 
▪ Suiko-zuki ➢ Yoko-empi 
▪ Gyak-zuki ➢ Mawashi-empi 
▪ San-ren-zuki ➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 

 ➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
 ➢ Otoshi-empi 

 
B. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
▪ Zenshin Koutai 
▪ Enpi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

 
Go-kyu to Yon-kyu 
(Yellow to Orange) 

3rd Stripe 
 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

 ▪ Shuto-uke 
 ▪ Osae-uke 

 
Punches: Tsuki  Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Choku-suki ▪ Empi-uchi 
▪ Oi-suki ➢ Tate-empi 
▪ Suiko-suki ➢ Yoko-empi 
▪ Gyak-suki ➢ Mawashi-empi 
▪ San-ren-suki ➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
▪ Kagi-suki ➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-suki ➢ Otoshi-empi 

 ➢ Tei-sho-uchi 
 

B. KIHON 
 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
▪ Zenshin Koutai 
▪ Enpi 
▪ Te waza 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

 
Yon-kyu to San-kyu 
(Orange to Green) 

1st Stripe 
 

 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

 ▪ Shuto-uke 
 ▪ Osae-uke 

 
Punches: Tsuki  Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Choku-suki ▪ Empi-uchi 
▪ Oi-suki ➢ Tate-empi 
▪ Suiko-suki ➢ Yoko-empi 
▪ Gyak-suki ➢ Mawashi-empi 
▪ San-ren-suki ➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
▪ Kagi-suki ➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-suki ➢ Otoshi-empi 

 ➢ Tei-sho-uchi 
 

B. KIHON 
 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
▪ Zenshin Koutai 
▪ Enpi 
▪ Te waza 
▪ Kihon Dosa San 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

 
Yon-kyu to San-kyu 
(Orange to Green) 

2nd Stripe 
 
 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi  
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Seisan-dachi ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Gedan-barai 

 ▪ Shuto-uke 
 ▪ Osae-uke 

 
Punches: Tsuki  Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Choku-suki ▪ Empi-uchi 
▪ Oi-suki ➢ Tate-empi 
▪ Suiko-suki ➢ Yoko-empi 
▪ Gyak-suki ➢ Mawashi-empi 
▪ San-ren-suki ➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
▪ Kagi-suki ➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-suki ➢ Otoshi-empi 

 ➢ Tei-sho-uchi 
 

B. KIHON 
 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari 
▪ Zenshin Koutai 
▪ Enpi 
▪ Te waza 
▪ Kihon Dosa San 
▪ Kihon-kata-ichi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
JUNIOR PROGRAM 

Yon-kyu to San-kyu 
(Orange to Green) 

    3rd Stripe 
 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 
 

  
Stances: Dachi Kicks: Geri 

▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-geri 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-geri 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mawashi-geri 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi ▪ Ushiro-geri 
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Mawari-ushiro-geri 
▪ Shiko-dachi  
▪ Seisan-dachi Blocks: Uke  
▪ Kosa-dachi ▪ Jodan-age-uke 

 ▪ Soto-uke 
 ▪ Uchi-uke 

Punches: Tsuki  ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Choku-suki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ Oi-suki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Suiko-suki  

▪ Gyak-suki  

▪ San-ren-suki Strikes: Uchi 
▪ Kagi-suki ▪ Empi-uchi 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-suki ➢ Tate-empi 

 ➢ Yoko-empi 
 ➢ Mawashi-empi 
 ➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
 ➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
 ➢ Otoshi-empi 
 ➢ Tei-sho-uchi 
 ➢ Uraken-uchi 

B. KIHON 
 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi ▪ Kihon Dosa San 
▪ Kihon-dosa-ni ▪ Kihon-kata-ichi 
▪ Seiken-no-migi-hidari ▪ Kihon-kata-ni 
▪ Zenshin Koutai  
▪ Enpi  
▪ Te waza  

 

** For Blue and above refer to Adult requirements 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Ryokyu-kyu to Go-kyu 
(White to Yellow) 

 
The karateka is required to develop acceptable proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

C. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi  
▪ Shiko-dachi  
▪ Seisan-dachi  
▪ Kake-ashi-dachi  
▪ Tsuru-ashi-dachi  

 
Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) Blocks: Uke (Uke) 

▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Shiko Zuki ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Oi-zuki ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Mae-te-zuki  
▪ Gyaku-zuki  

 
D. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-ichi, ni 
▪ Seiken-no-migi/hidari 

 
E. KATA 

 
F. BUNKAI 

 

Kihon-dosa (ichi, ni) 
 
Note: During kihon-dosa-ichi the student must execute the corresponding thigh, middle and 

low soto-uke to complement the attack. 
 

G. KUMITE 
H. ETIQUETTE/DOJO PROTOCOL 
I. KARATE CONCEPTS 
J. TERMINOLOGY 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

 
Go-kyu to Yon-kyu 
(Yellow to Orange) 

 
As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 

 
A. WAZA (Techniques) 

 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi  
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi  
▪ Shiko-dachi  
▪ Seisan-dachi  
▪ Kake-ashi-dachi  
▪ Tsuru-ashi-dachi  

 
Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) Blocks: Uke (Uke) 

▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko Zuki ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Oi-zuki ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Mae-te-zuki ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Gyaku-zuki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ San-ren-zuki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Kagi-zuki  
▪ Jodan-ushiro-zuki  

 
Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Empi-uchi 
➢ Tate-empi 
➢ Yoko-empi 
➢ Mawashi-empi 
➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
➢ Otoshi-empi 

▪ Tei-sho-uchi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

 
Go-kyu to Yon-kyu 
(Yellow to Orange) 

 
B. KIHON 

 

▪ Kihon-dosa-san 
▪ Zenshin Kotai 
▪ Empi-kihon-dosa 
▪ Nijuhichi ko 

 
C. KATA 

 
D. BUNKAI 

 

Zen-shin-kotai 
 

E. KUMITE 
 

▪ San-bon kumite (open stance) 
Note: Counter after last block only 
 

➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Jodan-age-uke, gyaku-zuki 
➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Uchi-uke, gyaku-zuki 
➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Soto-uke, Mae-keage (return to seisan-dachi) 
➢ (Shiko-ashi-dachi)   Gedan-barai, Jodan-gyaku-zuki (seisan-dachi) 

 
 
 

F. COMPETITION PROTOCOL 
 

G. KARATE CONCEPTS 
 

H. TERMINOLOGY 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

 
Yon-kyu to San-kyu 
(Orange to Green) 

 
As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi ▪ Ushiro-geri 
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi ▪ Uchi-mawashi-geri 

➢ O-uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ Ko-uchi-mawashi-geri 

▪ Shiko-dachi ▪ Mawari-ushiro-geri 
▪ Seisan-dachi  
▪ Kake-ashi-dachi  
▪ Tsuru-ashi-dachi  

 
Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) Blocks: Uke (Uke) 

▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko Zuki ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Oi-zuki ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Mae-te-zuki ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Gyaku-zuki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ San-ren zuki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Kagi-zuki  
▪ Jodan-ushiro-zuki  
▪ Kizami-zuki  

 
Strikes: Uchi 

▪ Empi-uchi 
➢ Tate-empi 
➢ Yoko-empi 
➢ Mawashi-empi 
➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
➢ Otoshi-empi 

▪ Tei-sho-uchi 
▪ Uraken-uchi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Yon-kyu to San-kyu 
(Orange to Green) 

 
B. KIHON 

 
▪ Kihon-dosa-yon 
▪ Kihon-kata-ichi 
▪ Kihon-kata-ni 

 
C. KATA 

 
D. BUNKAI 

 

Kihon-dosa yon bunkai 
 

E. KUMITE 
 

▪ Ippon kumite (open stance) for keri 
Note: Attacker to specify kick level 
Mae-geri vs. Gedan-barai 
Yoku-geri vs. Uchi-uke 
O-mawashi-geri vs. Shotu-uke 

 
▪ Ippon kumite (open stance) for tsuki 

 
➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Jodan-age-uke, gyaku-zuki 
➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Uchi-uke, gyaku-zuki 
➢ (Seisan-dachi)          Soto-uke, Mae-keage (return to seisan-dachi) 
➢ (Shiko-ashi-dachi)   Gedan-barai, Jodan-gyaku-zuki (seisan-dachi) 

 
 

F. COMPETITION PROTOCOL 
 

G. UKEMI 
 

▪ Zenpo-kaiten 
▪ Yoku-ukemi 
▪ Mae-ukemi 
▪ Ushiro-ukemi 

 
H. KARATE CONCEPTS 

 
I. TERMINOLOGY 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

San-kyu to Ni-kyu 
(Green to Blue) 

 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi ▪ Ushiro-geri 
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi 
▪ Shiko-dachi 
▪ Seisan-dachi 

▪ Uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ O-uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ Ko-uchi-mawashi-geri 

▪ Kake-ashi-dachi ▪ Mawari-ushiro-geri 
▪ Tsuru-ashi-dachi ▪ Hittsui 
▪ Sanchin-dachi ▪ Ura-mawashi-geri 

 ▪ Ni-dan-geri 
 

Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) Blocks: Uke (Uke) 
▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Shiko Zuki ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Oi-zuki ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Mae-te-zuki ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Gyaku-zuki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ San-ren zuki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Kagi-zuki ▪ Uraken-uke 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-zuki ▪ Kakiwake-uke 
▪ Kizami-zuki ▪ Soto-mikazuki-geri-uke 

 

Strikes: Uchi 
▪ Empi-uchi 

➢ Tate-empi 
➢ Yoko-empi 
➢ Mawashi-empi 
➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
➢ Otoshi-empi 

▪ Tei-sho-uchi 
▪ Uraken-uchi 
▪ Shuto-uchi 
▪ Tettsui-uchi 
▪ Nukite 
▪ Ura-tettsui-uchi 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

San-kyu to Ni-kyu 
(Green to Blue) 

 
B. KIHON 

 
▪ Kihon-kata-san 
▪ Shihowari 
▪ Shime-kata 

 
C. KATA 

 
▪ Shiko-hai 

 
 

D. BUNKAI 
 

▪ Shiko-hai 
 

 
E. KUMITE 

 
▪ Jiyu-Ippon kumite  

Note: Attacker to specify the type of attack and location (i.e.: jodan, 
chudan, or gedan) prior to execution. 
 
Type of attacks to be demonstrated: 
 

Mae-geri  
Yoku-geri  
Mawashi-geri  
Mawari-ushiro-geri 

 
F. UKEMI 

 
▪ Zenpo-kaiten 
▪ Yoku-ukemi 
▪ Mae-ukemi 
▪ Koho-kaiten 
▪ Ushiro-ukemi 

 
G. COMPETITION RULES 

 

H. KARATE CONCEPTS 
 

I. TERMINOLOGY 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Ni-kyu to Ik-kyu 
(Blue to Brown) 

 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 
 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi ▪ Ushiro-geri 
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi 
▪ Shiko-dachi 
▪ Seisan-dachi 

▪ Uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ O-uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ Ko-uchi-mawashi-geri 

▪ Kake-ashi-dachi ▪ Mawari-ushiro-geri 
▪ Neko-ashi-dachi ▪ Hittsui 
▪ Okutsu-dachi ▪ Ura-mawashi-geri 

 ▪ Ni-dan-geri 
 ▪ Yoko-tobi-gri 
 ▪ Soto-mawashi-geri 
 ▪ Fumi-komi 

 

Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) Blocks: Uke (Uke) 
▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ San-ren-zuki ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Kagi-zuki ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-zuki ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Shiko-zuki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ Oi- zuki ▪ Haishu-uke 
▪ Mae-te-zuki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Gyaku-zuki ▪ Uraken-uke 
▪ Tate-zuki ▪ Kakiwake-uke 
▪ Heiko-zuki ▪ Kosa-uke 
▪ Kizami-zuki ▪ Sukui-uke 
▪ Ippon-ken-zuki ▪ Tekubi-kake-uke 
▪ Nakataka-ippon-ken-zuki ▪ Tsukami-uke 
▪ Ura-zuki ▪ Soto-mikazuki-geri-uke 
▪ Age-zuki ▪ Teisho-uke 

 ▪ Nami-ashi-geri-uke 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Ni-kyu to Ik-kyu 
(Blue to Brown) 

 

 

Strikes: Uchi 
▪ Empi-uchi 

➢ Tate-empi 
➢ Yoko-empi 
➢ Mawashi-empi 
➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
➢ Otoshi-empi 

▪ Tei-sho-uchi 
▪ Uraken-uchi 
▪ Shuto-uchi 
▪ Tettsui-uchi 
▪ Nukite 
▪ Ura-tettsui-uchi 
▪ Heito-uchi 
▪ Kakuto-uchi 

 

B. KIHON 
 

C. KATA 
▪ Seisan 
▪ Niseishi 
▪ Bassai 

 
D. BUNKAI 

▪ Seisan 
▪ Niseishi 
▪ Bassai 

 

E. KUMITE 
▪ Jiyu kumite  
▪ Bogu 

 

F. UKEMI 
▪ Zenpo-kaiten 
▪ Yoku-ukemi 
▪ Mae-ukemi 
▪ Koho-kaiten 
▪ Ushiro-ukemi 

 

G. KARATE CONCEPTS 
 

H. TERMINOLOGY 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Ik-kyu to Sho-dan 
(Brown to First Degree Black) 

 

As well as being proficient in the techniques required for the previous kyu, the student must develop 
proficiency in the following techniques: 
 

A. WAZA (Techniques) 

Stances: Tachi (Dachi) Kicks: Keri (Geri) 
▪ Heisoku-dachi  ▪ Mae-kekomi 
▪ Musubi-dachi ▪ Yoko-kekomi 
▪ Heiko-dachi ▪ Mae-ashi-keage 
▪ Soto-hachi-dachi ▪ Ushiro-geri 
▪ Uchi-hachi-dachi 
▪ Shiko-ashi-dachi  
▪ Seisan-dachi 

▪ Uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ O-uchi-mawashi-geri 
➢ Ko-uchi-mawashi-geri 

▪ Kake-ashi-dachi  ▪ Mawari-ushiro-geri 
▪ Neko-ashi-dachi  ▪ Hittsui 
▪ Okutsu-dachi ▪ Ura-mawashi-geri 

 

▪ Ni-dan-geri 
 ▪ Yoko-tobi-gri 

Punches: Tsuki (Zuki) ▪ Soto-mawashi-geri 
▪ Choku-zuki ▪ Fumi-komi 
▪ San-ren-zuki ▪ Uchi-mikazuki-geri 
▪ Kagi-zuki ▪ Mae-tobi-geri 
▪ Jodan-ushiro-zuki ▪ Soto-mikazuki-geri 
▪ Shiko-zuki ▪ Otoshi-geri 
▪ Oi- zuki ▪ Ushiro-tobi-geri 
▪ Mae-te-zuki Blocks: Uke (Uke) 
▪ Gyaku-zuki ▪ Jodan-age-uke 
▪ Tate-zuki ▪ Soto-uke 
▪ Heiko-zuki ▪ Uchi-uke 
▪ Kizami-zuki ▪ Gedan-barai 
▪ Ippon-ken-zuki ▪ Shuto-uke 
▪ Nakataka-ippon-ken-zuki ▪ Haishu-uke 
▪ Ura-zuki ▪ Osae-uke 
▪ Age-zuki ▪ Uraken-uke 
▪ Ren-zuki ▪ Kakiwake-uke 
▪ Yama-zuki ▪ Kosa-uke 

 ▪ Sukui-uke 
 ▪ Tekubi-kake-uke 
 ▪ Tsukami-uke 

 ▪ Soto-mikazuki-geri-uke 
 ▪ Morote-uke 
 ▪ Teisho-uke 
 ▪ Nami-ashi-geri-uke 
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KYU REQUIREMENTS 
ADULT PROGRAM 

Ik-kyu to Sho-dan 
(Brown to First Degree Black) 

 

Strikes: Uchi 
▪ Shuto-uchi 
▪ Uraken-uchi 
▪ Empi-uchi 

➢ Tate-empi 
➢ Yoko-empi 
➢ Mawashi-empi 
➢ Jodan-ushiro-empi 
➢ Ryote-ushiro-empi 
➢ Otoshi-empi 

▪ Tei-sho-uchi 
▪ Heito-uchi 
▪ Tettsui-uchi 
▪ Nukite 
▪ Ura-tettsui-uchi 
▪ Kakuto-uchi 
▪ Hiraken-uchi 
▪ Koko 

 

B. KIHON 
 

C. KATA 
▪ Chinto 

 

D. BUNKAI 
▪ Chinto 
▪ Henshuho 1-10 

 

E. KUMITE 
▪ Go-hun-kumite 
▪ San-bon-kumite 
▪ Ippon-kumite 
▪ Jiyu-ippon-kumite 
▪ Jiyu-kumite 

 

F. UKEMI 
 

Note:  A complete review of all ukemi is required.  
 

G. KARATE CONCEPTS 
▪ Focus, timing, technique control 

 

H. TERMINOLOGY 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Age-uke: Rising block 

 
Age-zuki: Rising punch 

A strike which at the beginning looks like any other straight punch; 
however, during execution fist arcs upward such that the back of the 
knuckles are used as striking surface. 
 

Aiki: The coordinated application of Ki toward an opponent.  The same 
two characters that are used to describe Kiai are used except they 
are changed in order.  While Kiai is something that comes from 
within, Aiki is something that is brought to bear on the opponent. 
 

Aikido: A modern form of Aikijutsu founded by Ueshiba Morihei, Ueshiba 
studied Daito-ryu and yagyu-ryu Jujutsu before developing Aikido. 
 

Ashi Sabaki: Shifting the feet and legs – related to stances. 
 

Ate: To hit or smash. 
 

Ayumi Ashi: Ordinary walking motion – is the same type of motion that we use in 
everyday walking, that is putting one foot in front of the other. 
 

Bo: A staff roughly six feet in length and is used as a weapon. 
 

Bobi: Defense and defensive aspects of Budo. 
 

Bonsai: “Planted in a pot” – miniature trees that are cultivated and dwarfed 
purposely. 
 

Budo Ronri: Literally Budo “theory” or “logic”. 
 

Budo: A process or approach toward self-protection through the study of 
martial or military means. 
 

Budoka: A person who studies Budo. 
 

Budokan: A place where several martial arts that are included in Budo are 
studied. 
 

Buke Sho Hatto: A set of guidelines set out by Tokugawa Ieyasu to define the conduct 
of the warrior class in Japan.  It was designed to help control the 
military class as well as educate them.  It also helped to solidify the 
caste hierarchy during this era. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Buke: The military class during Japan’s feudal period.  The term was used 
by the military class when referring to themselves.  
 

Bun Bu Ryodo: The balance of education and the martial arts.  This stressed equal 
importance on both scholarly study and study of the art of war. 
 

Bunkai: “Analysis” 
Detailed study of techniques and practical kata applications. 
 

Bushi: A member of the Buke or military class. 
 

Bushido: A code of conduct expected of a warrior.  Bushido still is and has in 
the past been prone to fanaticism.  Some will disagree with the views 
and state that Bushido and Budo are the same.  This may be true if 
the person interprets Bushido the same way as Budo. 
 

Butoku: This is the moral and ethics of Budoka, a power of commanding love. 
 

Chakugan Ten: The point at which the eyes reach. 
 

Chakugan: Where the eyes are looking.  Chakugan is used frequently as is, but 
more completely it is Chakugan Ten. 
 

Chikama (chika-ma): “Too short” 
 

Chishi: A “strength stone”, traditionally this was a natural stone with a hole 
drilled in it.  A stick was then inserted in the hole then the chishi was 
used to strengthen the wrist and arms. 
 

Chito-Ryu: A style of karate-do founded by Tsuyoshi Chitose hanshi 10th Dan 
(Chinen Gua, Okinawa) based on Tote.  The worl headquarters 
(Hombu) is located in Kumamoto, Japan.  After Chitose’s death in 
1984 at the age of 86, his son Yasahiro Chitose took his father’s name 
and continues to lead Chito-Ryu.  Chito-Ryu is practiced in Japan, 
Canada, Australia and the United States. 
 

Choku-zuki: Straight or direct punch 
A punch with either hand from a neutral stance such as soto- or uchi- 
hachiji-dachi or shiko-ashi-dachi. 
 

Chudan: Middle. 
 

Closed stance: Opponents have the same leg forward (i.e.: right). 
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Dai-Kyo: 

GLOSSARY 
 

A large negative, this is related to Kyo-Jitsu. 
 

Deashi-barai: Foot sweep. 
 

Deshi: A disciple or a dedicated student who wants to learn very sincerely. 
 

Do: Path or road (michi).  In a deeper sense it has a relationship with a 
person’s path in life.  It has to do with a “way” of life. 
 

Dojo: “Way place” – Training Hall. 
 

Dozo: Please – used when offering something. 
 

Empi-uchi: Elbow strike. 
There are various types; see also the specific strike listed in this section. 
 

Enbusen: The line of the Kata, typically the embusen of the kata is quite simpla 
and consists of movements in four directions although up to eight are 
used depending on the kata.  Typically, the patterns are shaped like 
a cross (+) and “H” shaped pattern and some are even star shaped 
(*).  There are many variations. 
 

Enzan no Metsuke: The feeling of looking at a far away mountain.  Metsuke describes 
where the eyes are looking.  Enzan no Metsuke is a broadly focused 
gaze in which there is no particular thing in focus, as though you were 
looking at a far away mountain.  This is a very important Metsuke to 
learn. 
 

Fudoshin: “Immovable mind” – a state of mental stability in which the mind 
does not stop but rather continues fluidly to the next circumstance 
without pause.  A gyroscope although spinning extremely fast is 
extremely stable and resists any type of direction change. 
 

Fukushiki Kokyu Ho: Deep abdominal breathing.  This type of breathing is very important 
and is related to Tanden, Dachi and mental status. 
 

Funi-komi: Stamping kick. 
 

Futatsu no metsuke: Literally ‘two points’.  The ability to detect a state of tension in the 
opponent by shaking or trembling in the tip of sword and hand.  This 
is related to Kaede no Metsuke.  A small trembling or tension of the 
hand can be seen in the tip of the sword because it si magnified. 
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Gedan: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Low. 
 

Gedan-barai: Low sweep. 
 

Gi: Uniform. 
 

Go no Sen: Timing that retakes the initiative from the attacker, usually after the 
opponent has delivered his technique. 
 

Go-hun kumite: An assault of five attacks, usually with five paces, with only the last 
attack countered. 
 

Go-no-sen: Re-taking the initiative in kumite. 
 

Gyaku Waza: Techniques which reverse the opponent’s technique. 
 

Gyaku-zuki: Reverse punch. 
A punch with the hand opposite to the forward foot. 
 

Gyo The Gyo stage of training is a necessary procedure of copying 
movement with little thought as to why things are done the way they 
are.  This is the initial stage of learning a martial art and consists of a 
lot of effort and sweat. 
 

Hachiji-dachi: Figure-eight stance. 
May be either soto- or uchi-. 
 

Hai: Yes. 
 

Haishu-uke: Backhand block. 
 

Hajime: Begin. 
 

Hangan: The eyes being half closed. 
 

Hanmi: Half front facing. 
 

Hanten: Half-turn. 
 

Happo Kuzushi: The eight main directions that the opponent can be moved to 
unbalance him in preparation for a technique to be executed. 
 

Happo Sabaki: The eight directions that one can move using foot and leg 
movements. 
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Hara: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Literally the belly, but the term is used in relation to the Tanden and 
is used in Japanese language to refer to a persons mental and 
emotional maturity. 
 

Hari: Tension of the body and mind.  When one has this proper tension the 
body is ready and responsive to any little change the opponent 
makes. 
 

Heijoshin: A state of awareness, or a mind that does not react to external 
influences.  It literally means to have an even, ordinary mind.  This is 
quite an accomplishment when someone is trying to kill you with a 
sword.  Having a mind that does not become paralyzed with fear or 
stopped with anger is much more able to deal with the situation of 
fighting. 
 

Heiko-dachi: Parallel stance – open leg stance with heels hip width apart and toes 
pointing forward. 
 

Heiko-zuki: Parallel punch – both fists punch together, arms shoulder width 
apart horizontally. 
 

Heisoku-dachi: Closed or blocked foot stance, toes and heels together. 
 

Heito-uchi: Back sword strike – thumb side of hand used to strike. 
 

Henka Waza: To vary the outcome in the technique.  Each technique can have 
many outcomes depending on how they are executed; Henka is the 
way they are varied.  This is a worthy subject for serious study. 
 

Hidari: Left. 
 

Hikiashi: Drawing front foot back. 
 

Hikite: Pulling hand. 
 

Hiraken-uchi: Flat fist strike – the fingers are bent at the first knuckles only and 
these knuckles are then used as the striking surface. 
 

Hiraki Ashi: A sideways movement in which one leg opens to the side and the 
other follows. 
 

Hittsui: Knee hammer (see also “hiza-geri”). 
A smash with the knee. 
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Hiza-geri: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Knee kick (see also “hittsui”). 
A smash with the knee. 
 

Iaigoshi-dachi: Kneeling stance – one knee stance (may be found in the Rohai-dai 
kata). 
 

Ichi Gan, Ni Soku 
San Tan, Shi Roku: 

First the eyes, second the feet, third the Tanden and fourth the 
strength or technique. 
 

Ichi go Ichi e: One session, one encounter.  A term used to describe a special 
moment between the Sensei and the Seito. 
 

Idori: Self-defense from a kneeling position.  Techniques that are learned 
from a kneeling position. 
 

Ippon-dachi: One leg stance (see “mae-tsuru- and tsuru-ashi-dachi”). 
 

Ippon-ken-zuki: One knuckle punch – the middle joint of the index finger is allowed 
to protrude. 
 

Ippon-kumite: One-point, pre-arranged sparring. 
 

Isshin: “One mind” – this is when one completely concentrates on one effort. 
 

Jitsu: Hard.  As in the concept kyo, jitsu. 
 

Jitsu: “Positive”, “to bear fruit”.  The characters for Kyo and Jitsu are used in 
the study of Budo more commonly than In and Yo although they 
have similar meanings. 
 

Jiyu-ippon-kumite: Semi-free, one-point, pre-arranged sparring. 
 

Jiyu-kumite: Free sparring. 
 

Jodan: High. 
 

Jodan-age-uke: Upper rising block. 
 

Jodan-ushiro-zuki: A high, backward punch. 
Executed by punching over the shoulder with the opposite hand and 
such that the palm side of the fist is facing down. 
 

Joseki: Upper side of dojo. 
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Judo: 

GLOSSARY 
 

“Soft or supple way” – a form of JuJutsu that was founded by Prof. 
Jigoro kano who studied the Jujutsu style of Kito-ryu and Tenshin-
Shin’yo-ryu. 
 

Judoka: A person who studies Judo. 
 

Juji-uke: Figure ten block – alternate name for “kosa-uke” (usually open 
handed). 
 

Jutsu: Art or technique. 
 

Kaede no Metsuke: Kaede is translated as ‘maple’.  This is a reference to the leaf of a 
maple tree.  The hand is similar in shape to the maple leaf and this 
Metsuke refers to the hands of the opponent.  By looking at the 
tension in the hands it is possible to read the opponents mental status 
as well as physical balance. 
 

Kaeru no metsuke: Kaeru in Japances means ‘frog’.  This metsuke refers to paying 
attention to the state of tension in the shoulders of the opponent. 
 

Kaeshi: Reverse direction. 
 

Kagi-zuki: Hook punch. 
 

Kaiten: Rotation. 
 

Kake-ashi-dachi: Hooked stance – this stance is a form of kosa-dachi.  The legs are 
locked firmly together (shime) so that one can execute a strong 
technique. 
 

Kakiwake-uki: Wedge block – a block with both hands which drive apart. 
 

Kakuto-uchi: Bent wrist strike. 
 

Kamae: Postures that prepare the person to defend and attack.  There are 
many different kinds of Kamae – also related to mental status. 
 

Kamiza: Upper seat of dojo - The shrine or place of respect in the Dojo.  
 

Kan Kyo Jitsu: The intuitive ability to feel the Kyo-Jitsu of the opponent both 
mentally and physically. 
 

Kan: Perception, to look carefully, the ability to see the Kyo-Jitsu in cycle in 
not only the movements of the opponent but the Kyo-Jitsu cycle in his 
mind as well.  To see right to the heart of his strategy. 
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Kan: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Intuition, feeling, thought – this kan is more intuitive than the 
definition above. 
 

Kanji: The formal characters used in the Japanese written language. 
 

Kansei Waza: The perfect technique, a goal the Budoka strives for but realizes he 
can never achieve; though his goal is to come as close as possible. 
 

Karate-do: The way of the empty hand.  Karate originated in Okinawa and was 
only introduced to the Japanese mainland in the early 1900’s.  
Derived from Tote a form of unarmed Bujutsu that has its origins in 
China.  Okinawa was controlled by the Japanese from the early 
1600’s and had a large influence on the development of Karate. 
 

Kata: The heart of all martial arts, these are the forms that are passed 
down from generation to generation.  Kata can be written in two 
ways, the first means a ‘mold’ or ‘ingot’ and refers to the basic 
movements that the beginner learns.  The second refers to a more 
flowing and free ‘form’ that only comes with serious study of Kata.  It 
is important to know this difference. 
 

Katana: The Japanese sword that is single edged and razor sharp.  It has 
curvature.  There are many books written about the Japanese sword 
both from a metallurgical and artistic point of view. 
 

Keage: Snap kick. 
(Keri-age – “snap kick”) – the word “kick” (keri) is understood; 
therefor to say mae-keage-geri is not necessary.  It is simply mae- ke- 
komi, yoko-keage. 
 

Keiko: The sincere training that one does in the Dojo that is born of tradition.  
Not a blind following of tradition, but an understanding of what is 
behind that tradition.  Keiko literally means ‘old thinking’. 
 

Kekomi: Thrust kick. 
(Keri-komi – “kick in”) – the word “kick” (keri) is understood; 
therefor to say mae-kekomi-geri is not necessary.  It is simply mae- 
ke- komi, yoko-kekomi. 
 

Ken: Seeing with the eyes only. 
 

Ken: Sword. 
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Kendo: 

GLOSSARY 
 

“The way of the sword”.  The modern form of Kenjutsu that is 
practiced today.  The Shinai replaces the real sword and is made 
from four pieces of bamboo that are flexible – this allows the use of 
striking without injuring the participants. 
 

Kensei: Fake movement. 
 

Ki: ‘Life force’ or ‘will’ of every living thing. 
 

Kiai: The coordination of Ki within oneself.  Also commonly referred to as 
the shout heard in many martial arts, though this is a very narrow 
and low level interpretation. 
 

Kihon: Basic, fundamental. 
 

Kihon-dosa: Basic movement. 
 

Kime: Focus – to concentrate on one’s spiritual, physical and mental 
energies.   The point in time when the body focuses all its energy into 
one instant.  The final blow. 
 

Kiritsu: Stand. 
 

Kiyotsuke: Attention. 
 

Kizami-zuki: Jab – a punch with the forward hand which snaps back immediately.  
A choku-zuki or mae-te-zuki which immediately snaps back.  It is 
executed from chudan kamae. 
 

Ko: The attack. 
 

Kogeki Bobi: The concept of relating both offensive and defense elements to all 
movements.  Offense and defense become one. 
 

Kogeki: To attack.  Offense. 
 

Koho-kaiten: Backwards roll. 
 

Koko: Tiger-mouth-hand. 
 

Kokyu Dosa: Breathing training. 
 

Kokyu Ho: Breathing method. 
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Kokyu-ho: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Method of breathing. 
 

Kosa-ashi: Crossing foot motion. 
 

Kosa-dachi: Cross (“X”) stance – this stance is transitory in nature and does not 
necessarily require shime. (See also “kake-ashi-dachi”). 
 

Kosa-uke: Cross (“X”) block – intersecting defence, usually closed handed. (See 
also “juji-uke”). 
 

Ko-uchi-mawashi-geri: Small inner round kick. 
 

Kudasai: Please – used when requesting something. 
 

Kumite: “Meeting of the hands”; sparring. 
 

Kuzushi: Breaking the opponent’s balance.  A very important area of study. 
 

Kyo: Soft – as in the concept kyo, jitsu. 
 

Kyoshiki Kokyu Ho: Breathing by expanding the chest as opposed to Fukushiki Kokyu Ho 
– breathing from the abdomen. 
 

Kyu: A suffix meaning level.  This applies to ranks below shodan. 
 

Ma: Distance. (Ma-ai). 
 

Ma-ai: The engagement distance between two opponents. 
 

Mae-ashi-geri: Front leg kick. 
 

Mae-empi-uchi: Front elbow strike. 
 

Mae-geri: Front kick. 
 

Mae-keage: Front snap kick. 
 

Mae-kekomi: Front thrust kick. 
 

Mae-te-zuki: Forward hand punch – a punch with the hand on the same side as 
the forward foot. 
Note: It may follow a step forward or backward, but the step is not 
used to add power. 
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Mae-tobi-geri: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Forward jump kick. 
 

Mae-tsuru-ashi-dachi: A form of crane stance – a one leg stance in which the toes are up. 
(see “ippon-dachi” and “tsuru-ashi-dachi”). 
 

Mae-ukemi: Forward flat fall. 
 

Ma-toma: Intermediary distance. 
 

Mawari: Turn. 
 

Mawari-ushiro-geri: Back round kick – a back kick linked with a turn. 
 

Mawashi-empi: Rotating elbow strike in which the strike arcs so that the fist is placed 
on the sternum. 
 

Mawashi-geri: Round kick – may be soto-, ura-, uchi- (usually refers to uchi-). 
 

Mawate: Command to run. 
 

Metsuke: The place where the eyes are focused. 
 

Migi: Right. 
 

Mikazuki-geri: “Three-day moon kick” – may be soto- or uchi- (usually refers to 
uchi-). 
 

Mokuso: Meditate. 
 

Morote: Augment – both hands are used simultaneously. (“Ryo-te”). 
 

Morote-uke: Both hands block – block where both hands are used separately, or 
one reinforcing the other. 
 

Mudansha: General term referring to ranks below shodan. 
 

Musabi-dachi: Open toe stance – heels together, toes apart 45 degrees. 
 

Mushin: Without heart, without mind means: (1) complete cutting off of the 
thought streams; (2) freedom from unnecessary thoughts while 
engaged in some activity.  To think of nothing; a state of mental 
consciousness.   
 

Nagare: To flow – refers to movement in kata. 
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Nagashi me: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Nagashi means ‘flow’, Me are the ‘eyes’.  This is the ability for the eyes 
to flow from one thing to another without causing the head to move 
in large motions. 
 

Nage: Throw. 
 

Nakataka-ippon-ken-zuki: Middle finger one-knuckle punch. 
 

Nami-ashi-uke: Inside foot snapping kick block. (Nami-ashi – “wave returning”). 
An inward kick with the sole. 
 

Naoshite: To fix or adjust. 
 

Neko-ashi-dachi: Cat leg stance. 
 

Ni: 1.  In the direction of….. 
2. The number two. 
 

Nidan-geri: Two level kick – a jump kick where one foot kicks and then the 
other; i.e.: to stomach and head. 
 

Nisei No Metsuke: Nisei means ‘two stars’ and refers to the eyes of the opponent.  By 
looking at the eyes of the opponent it is possible to see Suki (crack in 
armor) or any mental lapse. 
 

No: “Of”. 
 

Nukite: Piercing hand (spear hand) – a strike using the tips of the fingers. 
 

Obi: Belt. 
 

Oi-zuki: Pursuit punch – a punch linked with a forward lunge step.  The lunge 
adds power to punch. 
 

Okutsu-dachi: Deep, forward rotated stance (found in Bassai, Sanshi-ryu). 
 

Open stance: Opponents have the opposite leg forward; i.e.: right/left. 
 

Osae-uke: Pressing block. 
 

Oshi-zuki: Pushing punch – this punch is executed so that the opponent will be 
not only hit, but pushed backwards, thus setting him up for another 
blow.  An example of this may be found in the Ro-hai katas. 
 

Otagai: Each other. 
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Otoshi me: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Dropping the eyes down.  This is especially important when one is 
dealing with more that one opponent.  By keeping ones eyes slightly 
lowered one can get a greater degree of peripheral awareness.  This 
technique serves to defocus the eyes from something in particular 
and allows a greater awareness of what is around you.  It also tends 
to keep your body lower and balance is increased. 
 

Otoshi-empi: Dropping elbow strike in which the elbow descends vertically so that 
the point of the elbow is the striking area and the forearm remains 
perpendicular to the ground. 
 

Otoshi-geri: Dropping kick in which gravity alone is used to create the force of the 
kick. 
 

O-uchi-mawashi-geri: Large inner round kick. 
 

Rensoku-waza: Continuous or combination techniques. 
 

Ren-zuki: Alternate punching – punching with one hand then the other 
continuously. 
 

Ritsurei: A standing bow. 
 

Ryote: Both hands used simultaneously.  (see “morote”). 
 

Ryote-ushiro-empi: Double backward elbow strike in which both fists draw back to the 
hip. 
 

Ryu: The style of a martial art – there are many different styles.  I.e.: 
Eishin-Ryu, Chito-Ryu, Daito-Ryu, Hoki-Ryu. 
 

San-bon-kumite: An assault of three attacks, usually with three paces, with only the 
last attack countered. 
 

San-ren-zuki: Three alternate punches. 
 

Sashi: A weight used to strengthen the arms, wrists and fingers. 
 

Sasoi: An invitation to the opponent.  To create a false opening to use as 
bait to make the opponent attack. 
 

Sayu-zuki: A two-handed punch in which the fists are 180 degrees opposite each 
other.  An example of this may be found in the Ro-hai katas. 
 

Seiken: Regular fist. 
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Seiretsu: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Line up straight. 
 

Seisan-dachi: Forward stance similar to hangetsu-dachi.  Weight distribution 60% - 
40%. 
 

Seito: A student.  A person with less experience in life. 
 

Seiza no Rei: Bowing from a kneeling position. 
 

Seiza: Formal seated position with legs and feet tucked under the body. 
 

Sempai: Senior student. 
 

Sen no Sen: To take the initiative before the initiative.  A timing that sees the 
defender counter attack the instant before the opponent makes his 
attack.  This requires a great deal of skill. 
 

Sen: Taking the initiative. 
 

Sen-no-sen: An initiative taken against an initiative. 
 

Sensei: Teacher. 
 

Shiko-ashi-dachi: Four thigh stance; square stance. 
 

Shiko-zuki: A punch to the side while in shiko-ashi-dachi.  (see yumi-zuki – bow 
and arrow punch). 
 

Shime: Contraction. 
 

Shimo-seki: Lower side of dojo. 
 

Shimoza: Lower seat of dojo. 
 

Shin Ashi: “Dead feet” – this is when the instep is against the floor when you are 
in a kneeling position, as opposed to Hiki Ashi when the ball of the 
foot is in contact with the ground. 
 

Shizen-tai: Outer figure eight stance – open leg stance heels hip width apart and 
toes pointing out at 45 degrees. (see also “soto-hachi-dachi”). 
 

Shomen: Front. 
 

Showa: “Enlightened peace” – statement of attitude recited at the end of 
class. 
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Shu Ha Rai: 

GLOSSARY 
 

An individual process of mental and spiritual development.  Shu 
means to “protect or guard”.  At this stage the student keeps to the 
advice of the Sensei and tries hard.  The motivation however is mostly 
external and provided by the Sensei, Dojo atmosphere, and the new 
experiences the student is encountering. 
The second stage is the Ha stage which means to ‘tear or to break’.  
At this stage the student now forces himself to train by himself, but 
now the motivation is internal.  The student is no longer dependant 
on the Sensei for motivation, however the student still needs the 
Sensei. 
The Ri stage means to ‘separate or divide’.  At this stage the person 
has reached a stage where ‘he is the Waza’ (technique).  The person 
has broken through or separated himself from others in his 
understanding of the Ryu.  He no longer needs guidance and is a true 
master or Meijin. 
 

Shugo: Assemble. 
 

Shugyo: Discipline and sincere training is reflected in this stage of training.  
Shugyo means ‘austere training’.  This stage has begun when the 
student decides that he or she really wants to study Budo in a serious 
fashion. 
 

Shuto-uchi: Hand sword strike. 
 

Shuto-uke: Hand sword block. 
 

Soke: Founding family. 
 

Soremade: Stop everything. 
 

Soto: Outer (from inside to outside). 
 

Soto-hachi-dachi: Outer figure eight stance – open leg stance heels hip width apart and 
toes pointing out 45 degrees. 
 

Soto-mawashi-geri: Outward round kick (from inside outward).  Same as gyaku-
mawashi-geri. 
 

Soto-mikazuki-geri: “Three day moon kick” or crescent kick using outer edge of foot. 
 

Soto-uke: Outside block – block moves from inside to outside. 
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Suki: 

GLOSSARY 
 

A weakness or crack in the armor of the opponent that can be 
utilized to defeat him. 
 

Sukui-uke: Scooping block. 
 

Suri-ashi: Sliding foot motion – stance lengthens then shortens. 
 

Tachi: Stance. 
 

Tai no Sen: A timing concept in which the attack is made against the opponent’s 
Sen (initiative) before the opponent can fully execute the movement. 
 

Tai Sabaki: Shifting the body relative to the opponent’s attack that prevents the 
opponent from striking (defense) and setting the body in position for 
an instant counter attack (offense). 
 

Tanden: The physical and perhaps spiritual center of our bodies.  The Tanden 
is perhaps at the center of our ability to move an to concentrate no 
matter what endeavor we pursue. 
 

Tate-empi: Rising elbow strike in which the strike arcs upward which that the fist 
comes to rest above the shoulder, with the palm of the fist towards 
the ear. 
 

Tate-zuki: Upright or vertical (fist) punch. 
 

Te-hodoki-no-waza: Wrist escape techniques. 
 

Teisho-uchi: Heel of palm strike. 
 

Teisho-uke: Heel of palm block. 
 

Tekubi-kake-uke: Wrist hooked block. 
 

Tettsui-uchi: Iron hammer strike – a strike using the little finger side of fist. 
 

Tobi-geri: Jump kick. 
 

Toma (to-ma): “Too far”. 
 

Tori: Attacker. 
 

Tsugi Ashi: A skipping half-step where the back foot is brought up to the front 
foot, and then the front foot is brought forward. 
 

Tsukami-uke: Grasping block; a block with a grip. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Tsuki: Closed hand thrust (punch). 
 

Tsuki: A thrust or punch. 
 

Tsuru-achi-dachi: Crane stance; a one legged stance. (see “mae-tsuru-ashi-dachi” and 
“ippon-dachi”). 
 

Uchi: 1.  To strike 
2. Inner (from outside to inside). 
 

Uchi-hachi-dachi: Inner figure eight stance – open leg stance with heels hip width apart 
and toes pointing in at 45 degrees. 
 

Uchi-mawashi-geri: Inward round kick (from outside, inward).  (see also “o-uchi-
mawashi-geri” and ko-uchi-mawashi-geri”). 
 

Uchi-mikazuki-geri-uke: Three-day moon kick block – crescent kick block using the sole of the 
foot.  The block is executed from the outside to the inside. 
 

Uchi-uke: Inside block – block moves from outside to inside. 
 

Uke: 1.  Block 
2. Defender 
 

Ukemi: Breakfalls as a means of protecting the body from injury due to 
sweeps and the like.  Most basic forms are rolls and flatfalls. 
 

Uraken-uchi: Backfist strike. 
 

Uraken-uke: Backfist block. 
 

Ura-mawashi-geri: Round kick outward with the heel as striking surface. 
 

Ura-tettsui-uchi: Back of iron hammer strike, using the thumb side of the fist. 
 

Ura-zuki: Close punch – straight punch with fist slightly pointed upward and 
wrist turned with the palm up. 
 

Ushiro-empi-uchi: Back elbow strike. 
 

Ushiro-geri: Back kick – a kick straight back with heel. 
 

Ushiro-mawari-tobi-geri: Spinning back jump kick. 
 

Ushiro-tobi-geri: Back jump kick. 
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Ushiro-ukemi: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Back flat fall. 
 

Waga no Ma-ai: Your distance to your opponent and how you change it according to 
the circumstance of combat.  This may sound very simple but it must 
be in relation to your opponent’s movement and distance, and your 
timing. 
 

Waza: Technique. 
 

Yama-zuki: A wide “U” shaped punch – the upper arm is the actual punch which 
swings to the higher position.  The lower arm arcs downward such 
that the forearm is used as a block to the opponent’s attack. 
 

Yame: Stop. 
 

Yoko-empi-uchi: Side elbow strike in which the point of the elbow is used to strike. 
 

Yoko-geri: Side kick. 
 

Yoko-keage: Side snap kick. 
 

Yoko-kekomi: Side thrust kick. 
 

Yoko-tobi-geri: Side jump kick. 
 

Yoko-ukemi: Side flat fall. 
 

Yori-ashi: Skip step motion – stance shortens, then lengthens.  Also called 
“kizami-ashi”. 
 

Yudansha: General term for the rank of shodan and above. 
 

Yumi-zuki: Bow and arrow punch – a punch to the side while in shiko-ashi-
dachi. (see “shiko-zuki”). 
 

Zanshin: A mental attitude of being absolutely attentive. 
 

Zanshin: “Remaining mind” – or what is there after Kime (focus) – what must 
be understood is that Zanshin is a complete and utter domination of 
the opponent after a technique has been delivered.  It is also a state 
of awareness that is ready to continue and is totally aware of its 
surroundings. 
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Zenpo-kaiten: 

GLOSSARY 
 

Forward roll 
▪ To feet facing direction of roll. 
▪ To feet facing reverse direction of roll. 
▪ To flat fall. 

 
-Zuki: Punch – form of “tsuki” used at end of compound word. 
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COUNTING 1-100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

1-10 
 

 11-20 

1. Ichi 
 

11. Jyu Ichi  

2. Ni 
 

12. Jyu Ni 

3. San 
 

13. Jyu San   

4. Shi 
 

14. Jyu Shi 

5. Go 
 

15. Jyu Go  

6. Roku 
 

16. Jyu Roku  

7. Shichi 
 

17. Jyu Shichi  

8. Hachi 
 

18. Jyu Hachi  

9. Ku 
 

19. Jyu Ku 

10. Jyu 20. Nijyu  

21-30 
 

 31-40 

21. Nijyu Ichi  
 

31. Sanjyu Ichi  

22. Nijyu Ni 
 

32. Sanjyu Ni 

23. Nijyu San   
 

33. Sanjyu San   

24. Nijyu Shi 
 

34. Sanjyu Shi 

25. Nijyu Go  
 

35. Sanjyu Go  

26. Nijyu Roku  
 

36. Sanjyu Roku  

27. Nijyu Shichi  
 

37. Sanjyu Shichi  

28. Nijyu Hachi  
 

38. Sanjyu Hachi  

29. Nijyu Ku 
 

39. Sanjyu Ku 

30. Sanjyu 40. Yonjyu  

41-50 
 

 51-60 

41. Yonjyu Ichi  
 

51. Gojyu Ichi  

42. Yonjyu Ni 
 

52. Gojyu Ni 

43. Yonjyu San  
 

53. Gojyu San   

44. Yonjyu Shi 
 

54. Gojyu Shi 

45. Yonjyu Go  
 

55. Gojyu Go  

46. Yonjyu Roku  
 

56. Gojyu Roku  

47. Yonjyu Shichi  
 

57. Gojyu Shichi  

48. Yonjyu Hachi  
 

58. Gojyu Hachi  

49. Yonjyu Ku 
 

59. Gojyu Ku 

50. Gojyu 60. Rokujyu  

61-70 
 

 71-80 

61. Rokujyu Ichi 
 

71. Shichijyu Ichi 

62. Rokujyu Ni 
 

72. Shichijyu Ni 

63. Rokujyu San 
 

73. Shichijyu San 

64. Rokujyu Shi 
 

74. Shichijyu Shi 

65. Rokujyu Go 
 

75. Shichijyu Go 

66. Rokujyu Roku 
 

76. Shichijyu Roku 

67. Rokujyu Shichi 
 

77. Shichijyu Shichi 

68. Rokujyu Hachi 
 

78. Shichijyu Hachi 

69. Rokujyu Ku 
 

79. Shichijyu Ku 

70. Shichijyu 80. Hachijyu  

81-90 
 

 91-100 

81. Hachijyu Ichi 
 

91. Kyujyu Ichi 

82. Hachijyu Ni 
 

92. Kyujyu Ni 

83. Hachijyu San 
 

93. Kyujyu San 

84.  Hachijyu Shi 
 

94. Kyujyu Shi 

85. Hachijyu Go 
 

95. Kyujyu Go 

86. Hachijyu Roku 
 

96. Kyujyu Roku 

87. Hachijyu Shichi 
 

97. Kyujyu Shichi 

88. Hachijyu Hachi 
 

98. Kyujyu Hachi 

89. Hachijyu Ku 
 

99. Kyujyu Ku 

90. Kyujyu 100. Hyaku 
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Nisei-Shi Bunkai (Applications) 

 
1.  Uchi-hachiji-dachi. Kakiwake-uke, migi-jodan-zuki, hidarichudan-zuki. 
 
2. Uchi-hachiji-dachi. Kakiwake-uke, step to migi-seisan-dachi (behind 

opponent's leg), migi-empi-uchi to upper ribs. 
 
3.  Uchi-hachiji-dachi.Kakiwake-uke, grasp wrist with right hand, then as left 

foot steps forward, push opponent's elbow up with left hand; pull right 
hand as push left elbow into opponent's back at shoulder blade. 

 
4.  Uchi-hachiji-dachi. Kakiwake-uke, step forward inside right foot, pushing 

right knee against inside of opponent's knee, as both hands tettsui to 
inside of neck.  

 
5.  Uchi-hachiji-dachi. Kakiwake-uke, step to migi-seisan-dachi) (behind 

opponent's leg). With left hand grab wrist, break elbow joint with right 
hand, push forward and down with left forearm putting opponent off 
balance. Take down over right-left (shiko-ashi-dachi). Tsuki.  

 
6.  Uchi-hachiji-dachi. Kakiwake-uke, grab right wrist with left hand, migi-

mae-keage to groin, step to migi-seisan-dachi (behind opponent's leg); 
push or slap face/chin and pull left to take down. Tsuki. 

 
7.  Hidari-seisan-dachi, migi-chudan-gyaku-zuki kamae. Turn into kake-dachi, hidaritekubi-kake-

uke migi-shuto-uchi to neck or temple (left hand grasp wrist) (opponent punches again) migi-
shuto-gedan-barai, with right foot step behind opponent and push arm upwards and back and 
take down. Tsuki. 

 
8.  Migi-seisan-dachi, chudan-shuto-uke kamae. Kosa-uke in kosa-dachi, grasp wrist, pull up and 

back, heito to ribs (shiko-tashi-dachi.) 
 
9.  Migi-seisan-dachi, chudan-shuto-uke kamae. Kosa-uke in kosa-dachi, grab hand, with left foot 

step back and slightly left into seisan-dachi, pull" arm back and bend opponent's hand back at 
wrist with right hand holding opponent's hand and turning in opposite direction with left hand. 

 
10.  Hidari-seisan-dachi (at 90 degrees to opponent), right hand out. Step forward to musubi-dachi 

migi-haishu-uke to back of shoulder. 
 
11.  Musubi-dachi, open hands crossed under eyes. Hidari-osae-uke, jodan-migi-shutouchi to centre 

line of face. 
  

) 
) 
) 

) BLOCK 
) LEFT 
) 
) 

) 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) BLOCK 
) RIGHT 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
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HEN-SHU-HO 
(All attacks are chudan unless otherwise specified) 

 
1.  (Jodan-zuki) Duck, move in shiko-ashi-dachi and jodan-age-uke, grasp shoulder, pull and sweep. 
 
2.  Hidari-osae-uke and migi-uraken-uchi to bridge of nose (opponent punches again), shuto-gedan-

barai, circle his arm and grab behind elbow, step into shiko-ashi-dachi behind and throw (circle 
around.) Tsuki. 

 
3.  (Gedan-zuki) Deflect with migi-teisho-uke, grasp his wrist with your left hand, step in shiko-ashi-

dachi in front and empi, block his second punch with your elbow, pivot on right foot, turn around 
and throw over left shoulder. 

 
4.  Body shift to forward left, migi-yoko-kekomi to back of knee and migi-shutouchi to back of neck. 
 
5.  Body shift to right and simultaneously hidari-chudan-shuto-uke and migishuto-uchi to head 

(opponent punches again,) migi-shuto-gedan-barai, migiashi-keage to groin area. 
 
6.  Twist body and grasp punch with left hand, press his shoulder with your right hand, migi-ashi-yoko-

kekomi to hip joint. 
 
7.  Hidari-haishu-uke and hidari-shuto-uchi to base of neck, twist into miginukite to solar plexus. 
 
8.  Migi-jodan-age-uke (N.B. opponent has attacked chudan punch, not jodan.) Twist into hidari-

choku-zuki to upper ribs. 
 
9.  Do turning body shift to outside opponent's attack, step on his right foot with left foot, grasp his wrist 

with right hand and apply arm bar with left arm as you drop to shiko-ashi-dachi. (Rinten.) 
 
10.  Hidari-haishu-uke, step forward with right leg into shiko-ashi-dachi and grasp behind shoulder, pull 

to throw. Keep elbow straight and apply lock. Tsuki. 
 
11.  Twist body out of .line of attack, three urakens: elbow, shoulder, ribs. 
 
12.  Body shift to left, squeeze forearm (radial) nerve with thumb, hidari-maekeage to side of knee 

(Hanten.) 
 
13.  Left foot steps behind right into kosa-dachi and migi-uraken-uchi to head (opponent punches 

again,) migi-shuto-gedan-barai as you circle his arm away, ushiro-geri. 
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HEN-SHU-HO 
 

14.  Grasp punch underneath with right hand, step inside his stance in shikoashi-dachi and circular 
wrist throw. 

 
15.  Same as 14 only throw from kneeling position. 
 
16.  Migi-shuto-uke, step in with right foot, press and rotate his elbow with your left palm, bring your 

left leg against his forward· one, sweep and throw. 
 
17.  Migi-shuto-uke, step in with right foot, press on upper arm. Rotate arm and shoulder, bring your 

left leg across both of his legs and throw. 
 
18.  Twist upper body out of line of attack, left leg kneels and u-punch to his upper and lower knee, 

break stance, grasp wrist and ankle, then throw. 
 
19.  Do complete turning body shift outside line of attack, hidari-mae-keage to elbow (Rinten.) 
 
20. Hidari-shuto-uke, step deep under his stance (either in shiko-ashi-dachi or kneeling) bringing 

right arm up between legs, throw with cartwheeling motion (choice of lift or not.) 
 
21.  Migi-sukui-uke with palm up and hooking hand, grasp wrist. Twist body (clockwise), raise 

opponent's arm and right step in, step inside opponent's stance with left foot (your back to him,) 
simultaneously lever his arm on your left shoulder and ushiro-empi. 

 
22. A. Migi-sukui-uke with palm up and hooking hand, grasp wrist. Twist body and his arm, right 

foot step in, stepping behind stance with left foot and B. Break his stance with knee and at same 
time wrap your left arm around opponent's right arm to apply an arm lock and foot-sweep. 

 
23.  (Jodan-zuki) Jodan-kosa-uke, stepping forward with right foot behind, slide hands down his arm 

until you reach his shoulder, push away. 
 
24.  (Gedan-zuki) Gedan-kosa-uke, step outside his stance with right foot and slam your shoulder 

(butt) into his shoulder joint. 
 
25. Hidari-osae-uke and migi-shuto-uchi (palm up) across eyes, 360 degrees, spin in air, then hidari-

shuto-uchi (palm down) across eyes (Rinten.) 
 
26.  Hidari-teisho-uke to elbow, grasp elbow, right leg step into shiko-ashi-dachi and push up. Right 

hand pushes against his shoulder to throw. 
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HEN-SHU-HO 
 
27.  Hidari-haishu-uke, grasp wrist, step into shiko-ashi-dachi and throw by bringing right palm against 

his chin. Tsuki. 
 
28. Throw yourself around onto right knee and forearm, kick back into groin. 
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EXPLANATION OF CHITO RYU KATA 
 

1. SHI HO HAl  This is a kata originally performed at dynastical occasions during the Ryukyu Dynasty Age. In this kata 
all quarters are saluted and this action is of very great significance. One dodges an attack and strikes 
the opponent with an elbow. 

 
2. SEISAN  When surrounded, in this kata one attacks the enemy by going ahead. This kata is learned to acquire 

correct posture. There are several modifications of this fonm in the areas of Naha and Shuri. The kata 
in Naha is hard and the kata in Shuri is soft. Different features of this kata are seen in different districts. 

 
3. NISEISHI  This is a basic training kata learned before the form SANCHIN. Dr. Chitose altered the breathing and 

posture in this kata handed down from old times, so that when it is practised it would produce a 
healthier body. 

 
4. BASSAI  This is a very hard kata which demonstrates the breaking of an object into pieces. In this kata a Nukite 

Attack is performed after contemplation and one develops many strong attack and defence 
techniques. 

 
5. CHINTO  In this kata one learns counter- attack agility against enemies. The form is composed of defence 

techniques, which fiow in a beautiful stream of movement. It is said that this kata was created in the 
Eastern District during the Tang Age of ancient China. 

 
6. SOCHIN  In this kata one assumes a posture of attack and defence with horns against enemies in all quarters. 

(Posture of a bull attacking with horns). 
 
7. ROHAl  This kata consists of agile motions of turning, expanding and contracting. It features quick counter- 

attack movements with a knife- hand and Nukite attack against the enemy's attack. This kata is 
named after the Tang people. 

 
8. TENSHIN  This kata consists of dodging the enemy's attack by turning one's body with overpowering force and 

then changing over to a counter attack. This form features movements of turning in all directions 
assuming a cross- stance using the left leg as an axis. 

 
9. SANSHIRYU  This kata is designed as a strong defence. It has been handed down in Okinawa from old times. Many 

predecessors have tried to master this kata. 
 
10. KUSANKU This kata illustrates an attack- and- defence in the darkness of night. This kata is named after a Tang 

warrior, Mr Kusanku, and variations of this kata exist in different districts. 
 
11. RYUSAN  This kata depicts a dragon climbing the mountain and the sky. This kata symbolises both a flying 

dragon (the shape of a flying dragon in the sky) and that of a cloud dragon (climbing up in the sky). 
 
12. SAN CHIN  This is an intensive training kata, which only the experts can do well. Through its practice one develops 

a strong body, which is always prepared and is not the least affected if hit by an enemy. This kata is 
often practised in Naha. 
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KIHON-DOSA-ICHI 
 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Shiko-ashi-dachi 

Shiko-ashi-dachi 

Jodan-zuki  

Soto-uke  

Chudan-zuki 

Soto-uke  

Gedan-shiko-zuki  

Soto-uke  

Fast 

Slow 

Fast 

Slow 

Fast 

Slow 

Forward 

Backward 

Forward 

Backward 

Forward 

Backward 

(Each technique to be performed four times) 
 
 

KIHON-DOSA-NI 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Seisan-dachi 

Shiko-ashi-dachi 

Shiko-ashi-dachi 

Jodan-zuki 

Jodan-age-uke 

Chudan-zuki 

Uchi-uke 

Gedan-shiko-zuki 

Gedan-barai 

Fast 

Fast 

Fast 

Fast 

Fast 

Fast 

 

Forward 

Backward 

Forward 

Backward 

Forward 

Backward 

(Each technique to be performed four times) 
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SEIKEN-NO-MIGI/HIDARI 
 
 

Look to the right 
Draw right foot behind to kake-dachi (hanmi) 
Twist to hidari-seisan-dachi and simultaneously hidari-mae-te-zuki 

(Kiai) 
 
Migi-gyaku-zuki 
Hidari-mae-te-zuki   (Kiai) 
Look to left (face back to shomen) 
Right foot step forward to uchi-hachiji-dachi. 
 
Look to the left 
Draw left toot behind to kake-dachi (hanmi) 
Twist to migi-seisan-dachi and simultaneously migi-mae-te-zuki 

(Kiai) 
 
Hidari-gyaku-zuki 
Migi-mae-te-zuki  (Kiai) 
Look to right (face back to shomen) 
Left foot step forward to uchi-hachiji-dachi 
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KIHON-DOSA-SAN 
 

1.  (Forward) Migi-seisan-dachi, migi-shuto-gedan-barai (slow) 

2.  Hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-shuio-gedan-barai (slow) 

3.  (Backward) Migi-seisan-dachi, migi-shuio-gedan-barai (fast) 

4.  Hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-shuto-gedan-barai (fast) 

5.  Migi-mae-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi 

6.  Hidari-mae-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi 

7.  Cross left foot in front of right, migi-yoko-kekomi, 
uchi-hachiji-dachi, kamae 

8.  Cross left foot behind right, migi-yoko-kekomi, 

 uchi-hachiji-dachi, kamae facing left 

9.  Cross right foot in front of left, hidari-yoko-kekomi, 

 uchi-hachiji-dachi, kamae 

10.  Cross right foot behind left, hidari-yoko-kekomi, after kick bring foot down to 

 hidari-seisan-dachi, kamae front 

 NOTE: Next 3 kicks are fast and continuous 

11.  Migi-mawashi-geri, bring foot back down fast, bounce up to - 

12.  Migi-yoko-kekomi, foot back, turn left, face other direction, place right foot 

 slightly ahead of left. 

13.  Hidari-ushiro-geri, turn to hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-shuto-uke, (hard) 

14.  (Backward) Migi-seisan-dachi, migi-chudan-shuto-uke (hard) 

15.  Hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-chudan-shuto-uke (hard) 

Repeat starting with hidari-seisan-dachi - all moves opposite side. 
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ZEN-SHIN-KO-TAI 

 

Migi-oi-zuki 
Hidari-oi-zuki 
Step back, migi-mae-te-zuki 
Step back, hidari-mae-te-zuki 
Look to the right, shift right foot to migi-seisan-dachi 
Migi-soto-uke 
Hidari-gyaku-zuki 
Migi-mae-te-zuki 
Pivot left on right foot 180 degrees to 
H idari-seisan-dach i 
Hidari-soto-uke 
Migi-gyaku-zuki 
Hidari-mae-te-zuki 
Look 180 degrees to right, draw left leg up to 
Hidari-tsuru-ashi-dachi (hidari-ippon-dachi) 
Migi-gedan-barai 
Pull right hand to hip, migi-yoko-kekomi 
Return foot to floor in uchi-hachiji-dachi (facing shomen) 
Look to left, draw left leg up to 
Migi-tsuru-ashi-dachi (migi-ippon-dachi) 
Hidari-gedan-barai 
Pull left hand to hip, hidari-yoko-kekomi 
Return foot to floor in uchi-hachiji-dachi (facing shomen) 
Migi-choku-zuki 
Sanren-choku-zuki (Kiai on final punch.) 
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NI-JU-HICHI-KO (NI-JU-HICHI-TE-WAZA: 27 HAND TECHNIQUES) 

 
I.  Jodan-age-uke (hidari and migi) 
  
2.  Soto-uke (hidari and migi) 
  
3.  Uchi-uke (hidari and migi) 
 
4.  Gedan-barai (hidari and migi) 
 
5.  Chudan-zuki (hidari and migi) 
 
6.  Chudan-kagi-zuki (hidari and migi) 
 
7.  Jodan-ushiro-mawashi-zuki (hidari and migi) 
 
8.  Tate-empi-uchi (hidari and migi) 
 
9.  Chudan-shuto-uke (hidari and migi) 
 
I0.  Chudan-telsho-uchi (hidari and migi) 
 
II.  Hidari-yoko-empi-uchi 
 Migi-mawashi-empi-uchi 
 
12.  Migi-yoko-empi-uchi 
 Hidari-mawashi-empi-uchi 
 
13.  Jodan-ushiro-mawashi-empi-uchi (hidari and migi) 
 
14.  Ushiro-empi-uchi  (ryo-te) 
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EMPI-KIHON-DOSA 
 
NOTE: KEEP ARM STRAIGHT 

KEEP ROUTE STRAIGHT 
KEEP MOVEMENTS SHORT AND CLOSE TO BODY 
 

RIGHT SIDE FIRST 
 
Right foot forward to shiko-ashl-dachi 
Chudan-migi-mae-empi-uchi (to solar plexus) 
 
Right foot back to kake-dachi. Twist to hidarl-seisan-dachi 
Chudan-migi-ushiro-empi-uchi 
 
Right toot to right side shiko-ashi-dachi 
Chudan-migi-yoko-empi-uchi 
 
Shift stance to hidari-seisan-dachi 
Jodan-migi-mawashi-empi-uchi 
 
Right leg forward to seisan-dachi 
Jodan-migi-tate(age}-empi-uchi (hanmi) 
 
Right leg back to shiko-ashi-dachi 
Migi-otoshi-empi-uchi 
 
Right leg step forward to uchi-hachiji-dachi 
Chudan-migi-ushiro-empi-uchi 
 
REPEAT FOR LEFT SIDE 
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KIHON-KATA-ICHI 
 

1.  Migi-jodan-oi-zuki 

2.  Hidari-chudan-oi-zuki 

3.  Migi-chudan-oi-zuki 

4.  Step forward hidari-shiko-ashi-dachi, hidari-shiko-zuki 

5.  Step back migi-seisan-dachi, migi-soto-uke (slow) 

6.  Step back hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-soto-uke (slow) 

7.  Step back migi-seisan-dachi, migi-soto-uke (slow) 

8.  Step back hidari-seisan-dachi, hidari-soto-uke (slow) 

9.  (Forward) Migi-chudan-mae-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi, chudan kamae 

10.   Hidari-chudan-mae-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi, chudan kamae 

11.   Migi-chudan-mae-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi, chudan kamae 

12.   Hidari-chudan-mae-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi, chudan kamae 

13.   Chudan-yoko-kamae, look to right, hidari-ashi-mae-kake-ashi-dachi 
(cross left foot in front of right) 

14.   Migi-chudan-yoko-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi, chudan-kamae 

15.  Hidari-ashi-mae-kake-ashi-dachi (cross left foot in front of right) 

16.  Migi-chudan-yoko-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi chudan-kamae 

17.  (Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees) hidari-seisan-dachi chudan-kamae 

18.  Migi-ashi-mae-kake-ashi-dachi (cross right foot in front of left) 
chudan-yoko-kamae 

19.  Hidari-chudan-yoko-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae · 

20.  Migi-ashi-mae-kake-ashi-dachi (cross right foot in front of left) 
chudan-yoko-kamae · 

21.   Hidari-chudan-yoko-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi chudan-kamae 
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KIHON-KATA-ICHI 
 
22.  (Look to right, pivot on left foot 90 degrees) migi-seisan-dachi migi-chudar:-oizuki, 

hidari-kaeshi-chudan-mae-te-zuki (tsuki-kaeshi), chudan kamae 
 
23.  Migi-jodan-oi-zuki 
 
24.  Hidari-chudan-oi-zuki 
 
25.  Migi-chudan-oi-zuki 
 
26.  Step to shiko-ashi-dachi, hidari-chudan-shiko-zuki, migi-kaeshi-chudan-shikozuki  

(or isuki-kaeshi) 
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KIHON-KATA-NI 

1.  (Forward) Shiko-ashi-dachi migi-shuto-geqan-kamae (left hand closed at hip) 

2.  (Forward) Shiko-ashi-dachi hidari-shuto-gedan-kamae (both hands open now) 

3.  (Forward) Shiko-ashi-dachi migi-shuto-gedan-kamae 

4.  (Forward) Shiko-ashi-dachi hidari-shuto-gedan-kamae 

5.  (Backward) Shiko-ashi-dachi migi-shuto-gedan-barai 

6.  (Backward) Shiko-ashi-dachi hidari-shuto-gedan-barai 

7.  (Backward) Shiko-ashi-dachi migi-shuto-gedan-barai 

8.  (Backward) Shiko-ashi-dachi hidari-shuto-gedan-barai 

9.  Hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

10.  Migi-chudan-mae-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

11.  Hidari-chudan-yoko-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

12.  Migi-jodan-mawashi-keage 

13.  Hidari-mawari-ushiro-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi 
Chudan kamae 

14.  (Look to right, pivot on left foot 90 degrees, forward suri-ashi shifting to shiko- 
ashi-dachi) 
Migi-seisan-dachi migi-uchi-uke 
Migi-yoko-empi-uchi 
Migi-uraken-uchi 
Migi-chudan-shiko-zuki 

15.  (Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees forward suri-ashi shifting to shiko- 
ashi-dachi) 
Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-uchi-uke 
Hidari-yoko-empi-uchi 
Hidari-uraken-uchi 
Hidari-chudan-shiko-zuki 

16.  (Look to right, pivot on right foot 90 degrees) 
Shiko-ashi-dachi hidari-chudan-shiko-zuki 
Migi-tsuki-kaeshi (shiko-dachi) 
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KIHON-KATA-NI 

 Shift to migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

17.  Hidari-chudan-mae-kekomi, hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

18.  Migi-chudan-yoko-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

19.  Hidari-jodan-mawashi-keage 

20.  Migi-mawari-ushiro-kekomi, migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

21.  (Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees) 
Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-chudan-mae-te-zuki 
Migi-chudan-gyaku-zuki, hidari-chudan-mae-te-zuki 
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KIHON-KATA-SAN 
 

1.  Migi-seisan-dachi migi-chudan-oi-zuki 

2.  Hidari-kaiten-chudan-mae-te-zuki 

3.  Migi-seisan-dachi migi-chudan-oi-zuki 

4.  Hidari-kaiten-chudan-mae-te-zuki, migi-tsuki-kaeshi 

5.  Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-chudan-oi-zuki 

6.  Migi-kaiten-chudan-mae-te-zuki 

7.  Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-chudan-oi-zuki 

8.  Migi-kaiten-chudan-mae-te-zuki, hidari-tsuki-kaeshi 
Hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

9.  Migi-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke 
Migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

10.  Hidari-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke 
Hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

11.  Migi-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke 
Migi-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

12.  Hidari-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke 
Hidari-seisan-dachi chudan kamae 

13.  Look to right pivot on left foot 90 degrees, 
open both hands 
Migi-seisan-dachi shuto-chudan-uke 

14.  Raise right forearm horizontal to floor 
Migi-shuto-uke to throat 

15.  Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-shuto-uchi 

16.  Migi-seisan-dachi migi-chudan-nukite 

17.  Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees 
Hidari-seisan-dachi shuto-chudan-uke 
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18.  Raise left forearm horizontal to floor 
Hidari-shuto-uke to throat 

19.  Migi-seisan-dachi migi-shuto-uchi 

20.  Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-chudan-n ukite 

21.  Look to right, pivot on left foot 90 degrees 
Hidari-seisan-dachil halshu-uke 

22. Migi-hittsui, put right foot down forward 
Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees 
Hidari-seisan-dachi, shuto-chudan-kamae 

23.  Migi-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke, migi-seisan-dachi 

24.  Hidari-chudan-mawari-ushiro-kekomi 
Hidari-seisan-dach i sh uto-ch udan-kamae 

25.  Migi-chudan-mikazuki-geri-uke, migi-seisan-dachi 

26.  Hidari-chudan-mawari-ushiro-kekomi 
Hidari-seisan-dachi shuto-chudan-kamae 

27.  Look to right, pivot on left foot 90 degrees 
Migi-seisan-dachi shuto-chudan-kamae 

28. Hidari-seisan-dachi hidari-shuto-uke 

29.  Migi-kaiten-shuto-uchi (palm down) 

30.  Look to left, pivot on right foot 180 degrees 
Hidari-seisan-dachi shuto-chudan-kamae 

31.  Migi-seisan-dachi migi-shuto-uchi 

32.  Hidari-kaiten-shuto-uchi (palm down) 

33.  Look to right, pivot on left foot 90 degrees 
Shiko-ashi-dachi migi-shuto-gedan-barai 
Hidari-kaeshi-chudan-nukite 
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SHI-HO-WARI 
 
Draw right foot back and twist to kake-dachi (hanmi), 
simultaneously migi-uraken-uke 
Migi-mae-kekomi 
Migi-shiko-zuki (Slide) 
Look 180 degrees to the left. Draw left foot behind to kake-dachi (hanmi), 
simultaneously hidari-uraken-uke. 
Hidari-mae-kekomi 
Hidari-shiko-zuki (Slide) 
Look 90 degrees to right. Draw right foot back and twist to kake-dachi (hanmi) 
simultaneously migi-uraken-uke 
Migi-mae-kekomi 
Migi-shiko-zuki (Slide) 
Look 180 degrees to right. Draw left foot back to kake-dachi. 
Twist lett to hidari-seisan-dachi. 
Hidari-empi-uke, hidari-tettsui-uchi 
Migi-gyaku-zuki 
Hidari-mae-te-zuki 
Look 180 degrees to right. Draw left foot back to kake-dachi. 
Twist lett to hidari-seisan-dachi. 
Hidari-empi-uke, hidari-tettsui-uchi 
Migi-gyaku-zuki 
Hidari-mae-te-zuki 
Look 90 degrees to left. Shift left foot 90 degrees to left 
Hidari-seisan-dachi 
H idari-empi-uke, hidari-tettsui-uchi 
Migi-gyaku-zuki 
Hidari-mae-te-zuki 
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SHIME-NO-DOSA 
 
1.  Right foot forward to migi-seisan-dachi 
 Push right palm forward, migi-teisho-uke 
 
2.  Left foot forward to hidari-seisan-dachi 
 Push left palm forward, hidari-teisho-uke 
 
3.  Right foot forward to migi-seisan-dachi 
 Push right palm forward, migi-teisho-uke 
 
4.  Left foot forward to hidari-seisan-dachi 
 Push left palm forward, hidari-ieisho-uke 
 
5.  Left foot step back, migi-jodan-uke (open hand) 
 Arc down to right thigh. 
 
6.  Right foot step back, hidari-jodan-uke (open hand) 
 Arc down to left thigh. 
 
7.  Left foot step back, migi-jodan-uke (open hand) 
 Arc down to right thigh. 
 
8.  Right foot step back, hidari-jodan-uke (open hand) 

   Arc down to left thigh. 
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